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Students comment on being vegetarians/vegans
on campus.

University Program Board's online artworks display stirs up some E-Motion.

■4/issn Suntanni) shoots \MU to overtime win
against Kent State University, but the Dukes lost
to the University of North Carolina yesteday.
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A day of remembrance
Ribbons honor victims, troops
BY TONI DUNCAN

Students purchased ribbons in remembrance of Sept. 11,2001, and its victims last
Thursday on the commons.
Co-sponsored by the Student Government
Association and the honor fraternity Phi Sigma
Pi. 1,500 ribbons were made, according to junior
Mandy
Woodfield. the Student
Government Association's Sept. 11 ad-hoc
committee chair.
There were red, white and blue ribbons,
as well as yellow ribbons, which were sold
at 50 cents. Proceeds went to the
Harrisonburg Rescue Squad.
The Harrisonburg Rescue Squad is working
on a new center, and the proceeds will help
fund the project, Wbodfieid said. She said the
rescue squad was chosen since it "connected
very well to Sept. 11, because of all the bravery
the firemen and rescue personnel showed during the terrorist attacks.
"Once people found out the money
went to the rescue squad, they gave
more," Woodfield said.
The groups raised $500 in cash; however,
the amount raised in FLEX still is being totaled,
according to Woodfield.
"There's been an amazing response,"
said senior Emily Richwine, a member of
Phi Sigma Pi who helped sell ribbons.
"People are giving $1, $2 and even $10,
and no one is asking for change."
While many students opted for red, white
and blue ribbons, some purchased yellow ones

AMY HATWSON;
wnuyr phtitogniphrr
Juniors Courtney
Haywood, center,
and Janna
Sallade, right,
stop by the ribbon table on the
commons last
Thursday. Red,
white and blue
ribbons were
sold In remembrance of the
Sept. 11. 2001,
victims. Yellow
ribbons also
were sold to sup
port troops.

representing their support for the US. troops.
"1 purchased a yellow ribbon in support for
soldiers returning home safely," said junior
Courtney Haywood. who was wearing an "I
love New York" T-shirt. "We need to remember that there are people out there who are risking their lives for our country.
"If» easy to forget that there are people still
dying and sacrificing a lot," she added.
Junior Janna Sallade, who also bought a
ribbon, agreed. "This is a small way for me
to show how I am so thankful to iive in a
country where my freedoms are fought
for," she said.
Junior Katie Friend, member of Phi Sigma
Pi, said, "It was (an] ama/ing fading, NBtai
so many ribbons throughout campus. Even
better was when you saw another person
wearing a ribbon too, they gave you an
acknowledging look, knowing you share in a
common compassion."
While senior Matt Benton did not purchase a ribbon, he wore a long-sleeved
American flag rugby shirt to show his support. "I joined the (Air Force) service five
years ago, and I am very patriotic," he
said. "I wore this Ibecause) today is a new
national holiday — Patriot Day,"
Some students won? the ribbons and the
colors only for the day, and other students
wear the ribbons yearlong. Senior Alaina
Sadick has had her red, white and blue ribbon
pinned to her book bag for the past year.
"The ribbons represent a tragic event but
also pride in our country, which is something
we should recognize every day," she said.

Vigil encourages 'moving on'
BY ALISON FARGO

senior writer
Over 1,000 students gathered on the commons last Thursday night to light candles in
commemoration of the Sept. 11, 2001, victims,
according to junior Mandy Woodfield, the
Student Government Association's Sept. 11 adhoc committee chair.
Unlike the past two years, the evening
was shortened to about 30 minutes, including five speeches but no open mic afterward Last year's vigil lasted nearly three
hours, according to Woodfield.
"This year we wanted it to be less of a
somber event and more of an uplifting event so
we can move on as a community," Woodfield
said "We didn't want students to feel like they
had to speak for a third time."
The SGA-sponsored vigil handed out over
850 candles to students and encouraged anyone
to write letters of remembrance using provided
paper and markers.
JMU President Linwood Rose was first to
speak. "Tonight I want to tell you ... how
proud 1 am of you," he said. "On this campus,
I watched you reach out (andl seek to learn
more about others ... seek to understand
That doesn't happen every place. But that
happened here."
Following Rose's speech, SGA President
Levar Stoney spoke on the topic of what the
day's theme, "Forever All Together One,"
meant to him. To Stoney, Sept. 11 "gives us the
opportunity to take the time out of our day to
think, to help, to serve."
see VIGIL, pageS
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JMU President Linwood Rose dedicates the Sept. 11, 2001, memorial Thursday.

Memorial dedicated to lost alums
BY MOLLY O'HALLORAN

contributing writer

CHRIS 1 ABZOA/jmior r*,*yrap>Kr

Frsshmen Ashley Beard, left, and Bekah
Mauldln, right, participate In last
Thursday night's candlelight vigil on the
commons. The vigil, which Included over
850 candles, honored those who lost
their lives Sept. 11, 2001.

JMU faculty, staff and students assembled
for the dedication of the Sept.11, 2001, memorial plaque in a ceremony last Thursday on
the College Center lawn.
The plaque was dedicated in the honor of
three JMU alumni — Craig Blass ('96),
Matthew D. Homing ('97) and Bruce E.
Simmons ('83), as well as Brian T Thompson,
a Class of 2003 parent, all who died in the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
The event began with members of the

Man sentenced to life in prison
for Robert Schwartz murder
A man was sentenced to
life in prison last Monday for
the killing of Robert Schwartz
Dec. 8,2001.
Kyle Hulbert attacked
Robert Schwartz on "behest of
Schwartz's daughter. Clara
Schwartz," who was a sophomore at JMU at the time of the
murder, according to a Sept. 9
issue of The Washington Post.
Hulbert used a 27-inch
sword to complete the murder, according
to The
Washington Post.
Hulbert said he killed Robert
Schwartz "to protect |Clara
Schwartzl from verbal abuse
*e allegedly received from her
>atrter," according to a Feb 13
issue of The Breeze.
According to 77* Washington

Post article, Hulbert said at his
sentencing that he "did kill Dr
Schwartz. Nothing will change
that. There is nothing 1 wouldn't
give to take that act back. I
allowed myself to be poisoned
by Clara ... Not a day goes by
that I don't regret going into the
house. There is not a day that
goes by that I don't regret meeting Clara Schwartz."
Hulbert had both bipolar
disorder and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, Howard
Click, a psychiatrist, testified,
according to 77* Washington
POst. Click also said Hubert
"created imaginary friends,
including vampires and dragons," according to The
Washington Post.
While Circuit Court Judge

Thomas Home understood
Hulhrrt's difficulties, he said
that Hulbert was still responsible for his achons, The
Washington Post reported.
According to 77ir Brnrze,
Clara Schwartz was sentenced
Feb. 10 to 48 years in prison.
However, she could get .1 IS
percent reduction in her sentence for 'good behavior,'"
which would subtract seven
years from her sentence.
According
to
77a?
Washington Post, Michael Pfohl,
who drove the car to the murder, was sentenced to 18 years
in prison for second-degree
murder.
His
girlfriend,
Katherine Inglis, still is facing
amspiracy charges.
— compiled from staff reports

ROTC color guard performing a flag ceremony, followed by the playing of "Taps" by
members of the Marching Royal Dukes.
A moment of silence was observed before
Student Government Association President
Levar Stoney began his speech on the importance of the plaque in bringing the JMU community together.
JMU is more like a family now than a
community, Stoney said, and that after
Sept.II, "JMU unites under a spirit of camaraderie, spirit and caring."
see MEMORIAL, page 5

JMU popular choice
with freshman class
JONU
contributing writer

BY AMANDA

MARC CHOI/jrn«iferi »4»r

Nearly three-quarters of
surveyed incoming freshmen
said attending JMU was their
first choice among other colleges, according to a survey by
Students
Affairs
and
I imvrsity Planning.
The online survey collected
demographic data and information about the values, attitudes, perceptions and experiences of the 2.889 respondents.
The survey is used by orientation planners and professors to
help understand the freshman
class, said Al Menard, associate
vice president for Student
Affairs
and
University
Planning.

Seventy-one percent of
freshmen students indicated
JMU was their first choice on
the survey, in comparison to 73
percent among 2002s freshman class. Twenty-three percent indicated JMU as their
second choice.
"JMU being the majority of
the freshmen students' number one choice doesn't really
surprise me because most of
the people I've met hen? have
told me that they always wanted to go hen?, or that they only
applied to JMU and maybe one
other school," freshman Kate
ODowd said.
Freshman Neil Dermody
said, "The number of people
see SVKVKY. page S
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JMU staff personnel reported an
The Alternative Spring Break program will hold a leader

unknown person broke into the

1 he environmental bualneaa dub will hold an InfbnnarJonal

interest meeting in Taylor Hall room 404 at 7 p.m. For more

passenger side window ol a van

meeting In Zana Showkcr Hall room 102 .it 7:30 p.m. For

information e-mail a$b@jmu.edu.

on the first level ol the parking

JMU's chapter of Amnesty International will meet in Taylor

am and 6:45 p.m.

deck Sept. 10 between 9:15

more information contact Radial c arria at 4 " SM4.
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Veggie edge
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UPB creates new record label

11

Student artwork featured
via E- Motion

11

Sex in the suburbs

11

Fashion Boss
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[hi l nm-rsitv Health Outer and the Office of Sexual

Hall room 400 from 7 to 8 p.m. For more information e-m.nl

AjeauJl Prevention will ipcmor "Sex S|anale: What signals

Nadine Wu at wunf.

Possession of Marijuana

do YOU semi'" TrdaVMlnaai PaaaportavaM will be held in
the College Center Grand H.illrooni at 8 p.in For more infor-

The sign language club will meet in Zane Showkcr Hall room

mation \ isit p ,<.' . ifftaivfavnMfiicrfceM 00m.

242 at 7 :30 p.m. For more information e-mail Maggie Miller

Anthony Dicken. 18. of
Mechanicsville. and Nicholas
Lodsun. 18. ol Vienna were

at millelme.

arresled and charged with possession of marijuana in Hillside
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Ironman Wisconsin
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Petty Larceny

Contact Stephen af atmllfd@jmu.nlu two dayj prior to the issue date you would like your
event to be published. Please try to limit the event description to no more than 50 words.

A JMU studenl reported the
larceny ot a parking decal
between Sept. 1 at 7 p.m. and

JEAN HAN/

FUN FACT
Students participate In a moment
of silence on the
Quad Thursday In
remembrance of
the second
anniversary of
Sept. 11. 2001.

WEATHER

Number ot drunk in public
charges since Aug 25: 13

Everytime you
lick a stamp,
you are
consuming
1/10 of *
a calorie.

Today
Isolated T-storms
High 80 Low 58
Tuesday
Partly Cloudy
77/54

Thursday
Showers
75/58
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Party Cloudy
76/59

Friday
RairvWmd
73/56
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The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of James Madison
University, serves student and faculty readersNp by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community. The
Breeze strives to be
impartial and tar in it*
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believes in its Frst
Amendment nghts.
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Advertising
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Stove Doherty
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Jessica Lapwrre
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TOWN & CAMPUS RECORDS
20 W. Water St., downtown H'Burg

433-5550
call for directions

cle, Erykah Badu

Saves the Day, Pearl Jam (live), Tom Petty (live),
Hendrix (live), and more!

'low low everyday prices on n«w & used CDs "buy 3 used CDs, set 1 free*
oooooooooooooooooooOOOOOOOO
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Specializing in Traditional Thai "Yoga" Massage,
Swedish Relaxation & Deep Tissue Therapies.

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

- Discounts for students available with univertity ID - Save $15.00 on any Thai massage with this ad! -

60 MINS $35
90 MINS $55
1 20 MINS $70
,«••..
II
11.1,
(orticf
visit r1itrv'Mi!c.ill.i\.nl;ihlei
Office Hours By Appointment Only

(540) 246-1865

Freefall almoat a minute

*'0*

from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!
-'"'
,
llarrisoiiburg.'
www.truebodymassaKe.corn

(540) 943-6587

ancl uc

s

icwclry

|]

Buying GOLD JEWELRY
(high school rings, ect.)

75 South Court Square

' MUST be 18 w/ two IDs

Ilarnsonburg, VA 22801

*

1 (877) DIVE SKY1

(540M3M8M

J&J*

348-3759

compwa information a on www.skydiveorange.com

RT's

Extra Cash?
,+,

JMU discounts

V/

<2^ii-s__5^k
'
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Need some
JAMES $CHONE

<$IM(K«»VA

from 2 1/2 milea high

icken

A

TUESDAYS
■

f Every Tuesday RT's Features a sandwich
For $2 all day
This Week's $2 sandwich is:

Grilled BBQ Chicken Sandwich
120 University Blvd.
(Across from IHOP)
Open 11-9
Monday - Saturday
Dine In or Carry Out

(540) 438-0080
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Presidential election

NEWS

College Democrats of America
president picks his choice for the
next democratic president.
•e* story b. low
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"If you accept a job and then take another one, you
are giving the employers a bad image of JMU ..."
KATHY THOMPSON

inleniewprogram coordinator
•M story below
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Individual yearbook
portraits now taken
Individual portraits are being
taken today though Oct 3 for
the 20Q3-'04 Bluatone, )MU's
award-winning yearbook.
Photos will be taken Sept 15
to 19 in Taylor, room 400. Photos
will be taken in Taylor, mini 402.
for both the weeks of Sept 22 to
26 and Sept 29 to Oct 3.
Mondays, photos can be
taken from 1 p.m. to 5 pan.
Tuesday through Friday, portraits
are taken from 9 am. to 5 p.m.
While the yearbooks are free
and can be picked up from several locations in early May, there is
a S5 sitting fee for the photo
Those with questions
should contact Gina Indellicate,
editor in chief of Milestone, at
jmu_blutslom@i/ahoo.com
orx86541.

Mr. & Mrs. Madison
nominations needed
Clubs and organizations
must select their nominations for Mr. & Mrs. Madison
and turn in the application
by 5 p.m. Wednesday, Sept.
24 to Student Government
Association's Vice President
of Student Affairs Brian
Nido's inbox 3523 at the SGA
office in Taylor, room 203.
Each club and organization
may nominate one graduating
senior male and one graduating senior female. However,
the nominee does not have to
be in the club.
In addition to the application, a personal statement,
$5 and a picture also must
be submitted.
For more information contact Nido at nuhbj or the SGA
office at x89376.

I'M..,.
United Way raises
funds in campaign
H ARRISONBURG — The
United Way of Harrisonburg
& Rockingham County raised
$170,000 in its Pacesetter
Campaign, 15 percent of the
agency's $1.13 million goal,
according to a Sept. 13 article
in the Daily News-Record.
Executive Director Elisaa
McDonald made the announcement at the agency's general campaign ktckoff breakfast Friday at
the JMU Campus Center.
"It's marvelous to be at this
point in the campaign with 15
percent just from the pacesetters," she said.
The pacesetters are 12 area
businesses that raise money
before the general fund-raising
campaign begins.
McDonald didn't have individual totals from the pacesetters, but said she's impressed
with the increases.

Resume, interview tips assist students
Students 'take advantage' of resource center opportunities
BY COLLEEN SCHORN

staff writer
Providing students with tips to make the
most of on-campus interviews, a JMU interview program coordinator addressed students
Wednesday in Sonner Hall.
"I am here to share with you tips for using
MadisonTRAK and for making the most of oncampus interviews," said Kathy Thompson, interview program coordinator.
MadisonTRAK is a subset of MonsterTRAK,
a job search Web site, which is JMU-specific.
Once students sign in, they can access JMU jobs
and internship listings, employer showcases
and job search tips.
Students must fill out a short questionnaire
before they are registered for MadisonTRAK.
Students use this program to submit resumes to
employers and find out about upcoming career
opportunities on campus.
"On-campus interviewing is just one
option for finding a career." Thompson said.
"It's good to take advantage of the resource
center because once you graduate you will
lose this opportunity."
Thompson showed students how to post a
resume on the MadisonTRAK Web site. "You
can post up to 10 different resume, but the first
one should always be a genera] resume.
Whenever you post it« you can always go back
and modify or update it later," she said.
"There are few things that every student can do
to prepare themselves for trying to get a job,"
Thompson said. "One of the first things that most
people overlook is their answering machine. Make
sure that the message is appropriate for possible
future employers if they ever call and leave you a
message. It's something that most people don't
think of, but it can make a difference."
Thompson also reviewed tips for interviews.
"One thing that you can do to improve your
chances at an interview is to do research on the
company beforehand. If you are serious about a
job, then 1 suggest you attend the information
session," Thompson said.
She also reviewed the suitable dress codes.
At an interview, business attire is expected,
while business casual is acceptable for informational meetings, according to Thompson.
"Students should always bring a copy of
their transcript to their interviews just as a
matter of course," Thompson said. "Keep
your resume simple. Don't use graphics;
write with a basic font in a word document.
When employers receive copies of your

NATAUYA LAFT1KA .mlhhuiinit I'hxogrvphr,

Senior Elisabeth Bezares participates In a lecture by Kathy Thompson. Interview program coordinator. Students learned ways to Improve their resumes and conduct themselves at Interviews.

resume over the Internet, unless its compatible with their system, it will come out
messy in the end," she added.
Thompson also said students cannot get too
much interview experience. "I expect every student to attend a mock interview," she said.
A student should not accept a job unless
he or she is sure he or she wants it, according to Thompson.
"If you accept a job and then take another
one, you are giving the employers a bad image
of JMU students and hurt their chances of getting a job with that same company. It is disrespectful and not appropriate."
Senior Brittany Holbrook said she found
the lecture extremely helpful. "I have a lot of

College democrats endorse Edwards
BY MARCUS MROWKA

UWire
During a conference call
with college newspapers
amund the country. College
Democrats
of
America
President.
Ashley
Bell
announced his endorsement of
Sen. )ohn Edwards, North
Carolina, for president as
Edwards laid out his programs
concerning young voters.
"Young
people are
aching for real leadership
on the issues that matter
to our lives," Bell said
during the conference.
"(Sen. Edwards) is our best
hope of winning back the
White House," he added.
Bell, President of College

Democrats of America since
2002, attends Louisiana State
University Law School. He is
originally from (iainesville.
Ga., where he was instrumental in founding the College
Democrats of Georgia, which
grew' to 17 chapters under his
watch. Bell was also the first
African-American delegate at
a
Democratic
National
Convention in 2000.
Bell explained the basis of
his endorsement, saying that
he and Edwards were both
from .small towns where
"every job counts," and that
Edwards understands what it
means to put workers first.
"I'm proud to have the support of Ashley and thousands
of students like him," Edwards

said in response to the endorsement. "He and the College
Democrats aren't just the next
generation of Democrats, their
work is relevant now."
Edwards outlined his
"College For Everyone" plan,
which he said would allow
students to attend state universities or community colleges for free if they commit to
working 10 hours a week for
their freshman year. Edwards
said he wanted to simplify the
process students go through
in funding their education.
Asked how the plan would
be funded, an Edwards' staff
member told U-Wjre, "Each
year, the federal government
set EDWARDS, page 4

United Nations lifts
sanctions on Libya
The Washington Post —
The UN. Security Council
voted Friday to lift economic
sanctions against Libya 15
years after a bomb plot
directed by a Libyan agent
destroyed Pan Am Flight 103
over Lockerbie, Scotland.
By a 13 to zero vole, the
council rewarded Libya for its
pledge to renounce terrorism
and its promise to pay as much
as $2.7 billkm to the families of
259 people killed aboard the jetliner and 11 Lockerbie residents
who died on the ground.
The United Slate and France
abstained from the vote, which
followed a last-minute agreement by Libya to increase payments to the relatives of victims
of a second bombing — a 1999
attack that killed 170 people
aboard a French UTA airliner
For Libyan leader Moamnur
Gadhafi, the UN. action represents a small step toward
n-spectability after neariy two
decades of international isolatiun. The vote sets the stage for
libya's quest of ending separate
US. sanctions that prevent
American companies from doing
business in the oil-rich North
African natkn

Exercising efficiently
JEAN HAN/r<«/rlAu0JW
phnmnrapher

Senior Kate
Lou*hney, |aft| ^
Junior Dawn
Kresslein teach a
Wellness Passport
•vent. The event,
"Maximize Your
Workout." took
place Sept. 10
from 6 p.m. to 7
p.m. at UREC.
Students learned
ways to maximize
their workout In
order to save time
In their busy schedules. UREC offers a
variety of wellness
events throughout
the semester. For
more Information
on these events go
to the UREC Web
sits, wwwjmu.edu/
fecreafJon/zppm'nesa /»wahe«s. shfm/

options open to me after graduation - graduate school, peace corps and employment. I
wanted to be fully prepared when I make my
decision and now is the best time because the
semester has just started, so I am not too busy
with other work."
Senior Jordan Crotty said he also was pleased
with the lecture. "1 wanted to maximize my
opportunities for getting a job after graduation,
especially with the economy being what it is
right now," he said.
"The lecture was especially helpful, and I
am glad she discussed MadisonTRAK because
it can be confusing at times. I think that it is
important for students to come find out how to
DM it." he added.

U.S. kills eight
Iraqi officers
Iraqis outraged by U.S.
soldiers' mistaken killings
BY RAJIV
CHANDRASEKAREN

The Washington Post
Hundreds of angry rrsi
dents sprayed an armory's
worth of bullets into the air,
brandished rocket-propelled
grenade launchers and vowed
to initiate a new wave of
attacks against American forces
during funerals Saturday for
eight Iraqi police officers mistakenly killed by VS. soldiers.
VS. troops steered clear of
this tense Sunni Muslim city*
along the Euphrates River
during the brazen show of
force. Police officers and members of a municipal militia,
deputized by American commanders to maintain order,
joined young boys and middle-aged merchants in firing
AK-47 assault rifles to aMMBjej
their outrage at what one officer called "a horrible crime."
This afternoon, about 36
hours after the shooting,
the U.S. military issued a
statement
expressing
"deep regret and apoloajajfl" for the incident.
Fallujah's mayor, Taha
Bedawi, said U.S. commanders also offered to
make "blood money" compfns.ition payments to the
victims' families.
But those steps did little
to mollify people here,
even pro-American city
officials,
who
said
Fallujah's already bad ivli
tionship with the occupation forces had plummeted
to a new low.
"The situation is out of control," said Ibrahim Jassim, an
aide to the mavoi. sj MVfjn
wooden caskets, each draped
with an Iraqi flag, wen' carri. .
from a mosque for burial.

"Even when things were
bad before," he said, pointing
to several men blasting largecaliber machine guns toward
the sky, "you didn't see things
Hks this Now everything is
messed up."
Fallujah, located about
30 miles west of Baghdad,
Kaj oscillated bi-tween violent opposition and grudging resentment over the

presenca of U.S. troops in
the city.
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Even when things
were bad before you
didn 't see things
like this.
— Ibrahim Jassim
mayor aide

—95After
being
spared
major combat during the .
war, the city was struck by
violence in late April when
U.S. soldiers opened fire on
ip oi protesters outifcw I school, killing 15
people and wounding more
than three do/en others.
That shooting set off a
wtvk>-long cycle of violence
ili.il tbbedonf] alter US. commanders withdrew troops
from the city and turned over
responsibility for basic law
enforcement to the police and
a city militia called the Fallujah
I'mUvtion Force.
The pullback calmed tensions and ltd to I dmp
set IRAQIS, page 4
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IRAQIS: Funerals
incite further outrage
IRAQIS .frontpaged
tvsistancc attacks, even as violence wracked neighboring
parts of the Sunni Triangle, a
region of central Iraq dominated by Sunni Muslims, who
served as the backbone of former
president
Saddam
Hussein's government.
I.uh r-riday morning, a convoy of thive vehicles carrying at
least W police officers and
municipal militiamen chased a
whih' BMW whose occupants
were suspected of shooting at
dry hall. After breaking off the
chase outside the city, the three
vehicles started to turn around
on a divided highway in front of
a hospital run by the Jordanian
government, said Mohammed
Kassim, a mayoral aide wh< > witnessed the incident after hearing
radio reports <»f the chase.
What happened as the vehicles were turning is in dispute.
Surviving police officers said
they wen? shot at by a contingent of US. soldiers. A US. miliLirv spokesman in Baghdad,
U Col. (ieorge Krivo, said US.
forces opened fire after awning
under attack "from a truck by
unknown forces."
Kassim and other city officials said they believe that
guards at the hospital opened
fire first, shotting into the air
because they suspected the
vehicles carried looters. Then,
the citv officials said, the US.
troops began shooting at the
Iraqi policemen, believing
they had opened fire.
"The Jordanians were shooting, and then the Americans
wvw shirting, and the Iraqis
were caught in the middle."
Kassim said. "The Americans
just shot everybody."
Surviving officers said
Friday that they had shouted
they were policemen, and that
one attempted lo wave his
US.-issued armband identifying him as a member of the
police force.
"They said. "We are police.
We are police.' But the
Americans kept shooting,"
Kassim said
Krivo said the incident lasted three hours. When it was

over, eight Iraqi officers and
one Jordanian security guard
had been killed and nine people wounded, according to
city officials. The front of the
hospital was riddled with bullet holes, and all its front windows were shattered.
Krivo said the military
has launched an investigation "to get a full accounting
of the facts." He also said
"the senior military leadership of the coalition has been
in contact with the Jordanian
military and Iraqi authorities
to express our deep regret
and apologies."
The funeral featured the staples of mourning generally
reserved for resistance fighters
in Iraq. Black banners proclaimed the men "martyrs who
were killed by the hands of
American forces." Participants
chanted: "America is the enemy
of Allah," and "Fallujah will
revenge." As volleys of gunfire
erupted befcuv prayers, a cleric
at the Mahmoud mosque urged
attendees to "save your bullets
for the enemies of Islam."
"All of Fallujah is on fire,"
said Abdulmunaf Abdelrahman,
the owner of a tire shop. "We will
avenge these killings."
More significant, however, was the reaction of city
officials, who had, until
recently, advocated cooperation with U.S. forces and
sought to persuade residents to accept the occupation. "How can we have
security if the people who
are supposed to keep security are killed?" Jassim
asked. "How can we cooperate with the Americans if
they do things like this?"
Bedawi, the mayor, said
he would urge religious and
tribal leaders to call for calm,
but he expressed little optimism that it will come.
"When the Americans do
something wrong like this,
they have to accept that bad
things will happen," he said.
"You know, things were
going well here,"' he said.
"Now we have to start all
over again."

NEWS

Fall Fest fund raiser
Chris Howdyshell, right,
plays on-stage at the Our
Community Place First
Annual Fall Fest Saturday
from noon to midnight.
The 12 hour music festival
raised
about
$1,000,
according to OCP board
member Kate Dussy.
Fall Fest attendees,
below, barbecue on the
lawn of OCP, where the
fest took place. The local
community
center
Is
located on the corner of
East Johnson and North

Main streets.
Ten music groups played
at the festival, In addition
to poetry readings and a
kids corner, according to
co-organizer Mike Klein in
a Sept. 11 article In The
Breezi.
Several local vendors
donated door prizes and raffle items on which attendees
could bid. Vendors Included
Shenandoah Bicycle, Ruby
Tuesday, Oasis Gallery,
Appiebee's, Silver Gym and
Dave's Tavema.
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EDWARDS: College
Democrat favorite pick
EDWARDS, from page 3
spends billions providing
subsidies lo banks lor their
student lending. Edwards
supports cutting out banks
,i- middlemen and making
loans directly to students.
This would save billions of
dollars each year."
In defending himself
against Gov. Howard Dean's
anility to attract widespreadgrassroots support across the
nation, as well as his ability to
harness the Internet to capture
the interests of young people,
Edwards told reporters that he
too is committed to using the

Internet to attract young voters and will be visiting college
campuses across the country
Earlier
this
week,
Edwards announced that
he would not seek reelection for his North Carolina
Senate seat next year.
Edwards is not yet considered in the top tier of
the nine Democrats seeking the party's nomination
next fall.
According to a recent FOX
News poll, only 3 percent of
registered Democrats said
they would vote for Edwards
in the primary.

i iU/0>BM,frompagt2
The environmental business club will hold an
informational meeting In
• howkcr Hall room
102 at 7:30 p.m. For more
information contact Rachel
I arna at 431-Ko44.
Wednesday
The office of finan,
& scholarships will offer
student employment sessions in Taylor Hall room
m 11 am. to noon
Visit the financial aid desk
on the third floor of
-i up for
a session. For more information contact DeniM
Meadows at x8-326°.
The department o)

gy and anthropoid

m informttta
lion lor .students interest
ed in graduate school in
Sheldon Hall room 114 at
12:30 p.m. For more information contact Mary tVylie
at X8-6213.
rhe llnnors Program will
host a Brown Bag lecture .it
the Hi1
r from
12:20lo 1:10 p.m.
The oti
..identic
advising and career development Will otter a mock
interview
program
day and Thursday
Sign up Sept. 15 by i
;u.tdu/careerlint/T-

M

International Week
September 20-28,2003

Sixth Annual World Cup
James Madison University

Here is your opportunity to
compete at a World Level!!!!

We have room for 8 teams. First come, first serve.
You can sign up as a team or as an individual.
Minimum of 8 prayers per team.
if you sign up as a team, you must have a captain.
There is 20 dollar refundable deposit perjeam when you sign up.

Ifyouareirwetednixvtk^aifip^

the CMBS office,

Warren 245 no liter than Thundcy, September It, 2003
THE REAL LIFE FUNNY SORT-OF-IMPROV SHOW ABOUT SEX AND STUFF
I

SEPTEMBER 15 at 8 PM
COLLEGE CENTER BALLROOM
FaREE

Should you have any questions, please contact CMBS at
540-568-6636 or email: multicultural@|mu.edu
www.jrnu.edu/mulfjcultijral
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MEMORIAL: Sept. 11, 2001,
plaque honors fallen alumni

KKIS I IN -\ JOM |>HS , ,«,tnhut,ng ,>h,u,Krapher
Student Body President Levw Stoney speaks at the Sept. U,
2001, memorial dedication on the College Center lawn Thursday.

MEMORIAL, from page 1
He then read statements from the
families of two of the victims, neither of
which could be in attendance, th.inking
JMU for its support and describing
what JMU meant to their sons.
JMU President Unvvood Rose said
the plaque is important as a "mechanism" for remembering not only the
lives lost in the JMU community, but of
all the others as well.
"We commemorate the lives of four,
but we are certainly thinking about the
lives of all," Rose said.
The memorial will serve as an important
reminder to students every time they walk
past and read it that the individuals who

died and the families affected will never be
forgotten, Rose said.
The memorial itself is a piece of stone
located on the lawn outside of the College
Center with the names of the four victims
and the dateofSept.il, 2001, engraved on it.
Underneath the names is the phrase "ton-v
H .ill together one."
loivvor All Together One" was the
common theme for all the Sept. 11 events,
according to junior Mandy Wood field, the
Student Government Association's Sept. 11
ad*hoc committee chair. Since this theme
"already draws the university together" it
helped students "come together [in order]
to move on," she said.
Freshman Rebecca Miller came out in

VIGIL: Students gather to remember
v/<///. from |
Senior Kevin Melton, who
interned with the Foundation for the
I >efenM of Democracy over the
summer, read ■ letter fn>m Virginia
Sen iieotgl Allen FDD funded the
nigjhfa event end Melton, along
with another intern, senior knsten
BrOW!\ Wen asked hv the organization to help with a Sept. 11 event on
then CtmpUi .is part oft* the internship. Melton said.
Sophomore
Jessica
Montgomery then read a poem
about her Sept 11 memories.
"I'll remember all the good times
spent, and now I prey tin.* bad ones
don't n'peal/ she nvilixi
Sophomore 1-ucy Hutchinson,
Sept. 11 sub-committee chair for
public relations and advertising,
closed the ceremony, thanking
everyone for coming and commending students to place their undies
and written letters on Ihr stone ring
around the commons
"It's difficult 10 explain emotions," Irishman Kc\m HetMC
said alter the vigil. "After two
vears. it just reels right that people
need to remember."
While main students walked
around the stone ring reading others' letters, others huddled on the
grass leading up to Hillcrest House,
BOOK crying, some in Mends' arms
"The second year is harder than
last \ oar Kv.uise I 01 awa\ trom my

-66
// makes me feel better to
know that all these people
are here, and that all
these people care.
— Danielle Lam
freshman

95
family," said freshman Meghan
McCauley, whose father is a fireman
and was flown by a helicopter to
Ground Zero Sept. 11. McCauley
said she went to 30 funerals in two
weeks and felt lucky her dad was
not one of them.
"I just think tonight brings some
closure for the day — to let me pray
and to get in contact spiritually with
the people who are looking down
on us," she said.
Senior Kevyn Adams, wearing a
red, white and blue armband,
walked around the commons handing out white roses to those he felt
were distressed.
"It took me a long time to recover after Sept. 11," Adams said.
Adams' father worked in the World
Trade Center occasionally, and he
said two weeks after the attack he
gave white roses to his friends who

SURVEY: Over 50 percent
of freshmen very involved in
school, community service

helped him through tough times.
List year, Adams gave roses out at
the Sept. 11 vigil, which prompted
him to do the same this year.
"(The candlelight vigil| was
very different from last year, but 1
like where it's going," Adams
said. "I'm hoping people will stick
around for awhile."
The shortened event brought a
positive response from some.
"The fact that they emphasized
'All Together One,' and it wasn't
about mourning, it was about growing ... the support is just a wonderful system," junior Kim Broas said
Students who were both directly
and indirectly affected by Sept. 11
attended the candlelight vigil.
"It makes me feel better to
know that all these people are
here, and that all these people
care," freshman Danielle Lam
said. "It's a close community."
Stoney seemed pleased with the
night s turnout
"Ifs good to see hard work and
planning come through," he said.
"What's paramount for the whole
day is this event is the climax ...
There is that bond that holds everyone together, and you can't duplicate that in very many places."
The Sept. 11 letters now are
placed in the lobbv of Warren
Hall and later will be put into a
scrapbook available at the SGA
office in Taylor 203.

SURVEY, from page 1
who chose JMU first is surprising. I
thought it would be lower, but I think
it's a good thing that people want to
be here."
Concerning the political views of
freshmen, 29 percent said they were
C onservative, 32 percent Liberal and 39
percent middle-of-the-road.
Freshman Shane Vandcnberg said he
thought
"the
percentage of
Conservatives would be higher, seeing
as how Virginia is a conservative state
Freshman Bob Kennedy disagreed. "I
thought there would be more Liberals.
considering that we are young and in
college," he said.
The survey showed that 64 percent
of students would report cheating to I
professor or confront a student they
saw cheating.
"I was surprised that the majority
of the students would report cheating,
in one form or another. I think that
says a lot about my peers," freshman
Erik Pitzer said.
Sophomore Zak Koops said he was
surprised to see that over 50 percent of
freshmen indicated that they were \er\
involved in school and community service. "I don't see people excited about
community service," Koops said.

+ H SPINE h SPDRT
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/ don't see people excited
about community service.
— Zak Koops
sophomore
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Students said they seemed very
impressed with the positive attitude
freshmen displayed in the survey. "It's
encouraging to see the fresh outlook so
many freshmen have about college. I
think the reason why JMU has such a
good reputation is because people are
netted to be here, and that makes them
succeed," sophomore Adam Imbert said
Sophomore Sabrina Clore Mid the
freshmen responses seemed consistent
with the responses of upperclassmen
given when they completed the survey
as freshmen. "I thought it was interesting that with our diverse community
that there would be such similar
responses between this year's freshmen
and our class," she said.
Results of the freshman survey can be
accessed at iww.jmu.ixiu/ie/Sunvys/Fiv+limn Sunvy20()£pdf.

>ie*<
Car Af
el* Tan

PAIN AND REHAB CLINIC

Dr. Gregory Watson, DC is a pain specialist with a
Master's Degree in Sports Medicine, and is a Diplomate
with the American Academy of Pain Management. Our
office specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of
conditions involving the spine, along with problems in
other muscles and joints of the body. The approach to
these conditions is unique in that we integrate a wide
variety of natural therapies and treatments to correct
your condition, eliminating the cause of your pain.

support of the people that died, even
though she wasn't at JMU ,it the time of the
Sept. 11 attack "I'd fed horrible if I didn't
come out, " she said.
That same sentiment was expressed by
fellow freshman Kaa-n Reinhard, who came
out tit "pay respect to the peopk* that died .
everyone should pay their respects."
Senior Clark Nesselrodt, SGA director of
communications, said the event wee pexl oi
.i hr.iling pntoess.
There comes I point in dealing with a
tragedy when the mourning process has to
evolve into a period of growth," he said.
The ceremony was planned by the SGA
and the plaque was funded h\ the Senior
Class Challenge of 2001

' Tan for the rest of the year "2003"
I
Unlimited for $60
'
|

I
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ID#.

I
Present this coupon to receive discount.

No appointments needed due to the volume of beds.

40 Beds

CONSULTATION AND EXAMINATION IS AT NO CHARGE WITH THIS AD!

The Largest Tanning Salon in Harrisonburg

Expires 9-20-03
Located at 735 E. Market St.
Call 442-8588
Or Toll Free at 1(800)211-9128

Harrisonburg heats up with

HI

CUPS TO GO
Premium Beverages-Convenient Service

Coming Soon!
100k for

)AILY SPECIALS
Located across from McDonalds on Carlton One block off HYW 33
& Interstate-81. In the Sam's Hoi Dog location. See you soon!

910 Resevoir Street • www.cupstogo.com

Pay using your JAC card
Located in the Food Lion Shopping Center

-*^B *

433-9989
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JNU HOUSEKEEPING STAFF
We appreciate your year round dedication to making
our campus a special place to live and work!

NATIONAL HOUSEKEEPING WEEK
SEPTEMBER 14 - 20
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Every time we talk about Sept. 11, we
deepen our understanding of that day: what
it meant then, what it means now and what
it will mean in the future.

OPINION
HOUSE

How should Sept. 11. 2001.
be commemorated in the
future and why?
Campus SpotlifM,

MM

IMIOW

EDITORIAL

Discussion, remembrance must continue about meaning of Sept. 11
One day that changed our lives forever.
Two years that have passed since our
innocence was lost.
Three locations where the dead were
counted and where heroes emerged from
the twisted shards of metal like a
phoenix of hope.
Four planes that swept down like hawks
to create fear in our hearts.
How long do we spend mourning the
lost? How long do we remember what we
were before? How long is long enough?
JMU students marked the anniversary of
the terrorist attacks in a half-hour candlelight
ceremony on the commons Thursday night.
There is no limit to how long we should
remember loved ones and heroes, as long
as we remember them by using our lives to
bring their dreams into reality.
There are voices in our society thai urge
us to "move on;" voices that extol the benefits of looking to the future and not to the
past. We learn to deal with tragedy, the voices counsel, by putting it behind us.
Those who would call for a national
"moving on," see Sept. 11, 2001, as a fixed
date in history, a date that was experienced
and then left behind. Their minds have
closed, and their hearts have set on what
they know and believe about that day. They
call for the nation to move on because, as in
an art gallery, they have gazed long enough
upon the images of that day, and it is time
to move into the next room, into the future.
Sept. 11 is not a fixed date in history,
however, because the past is not set in
stone. We continually relive and recreate
the past in our memories — our memories that were scorched with fire and
horror that Tuesday two years ago. We
never are finished with the past because
the past always is fertile for fresh
thoughts and new perspectives.
Those who lost loved ones know this far
too well. A death is not an event, not a date

in history that is dealt with and forgotten.
A death is the end of a life that is to be
remembered, pondered and honored. The
values and character of the deceased are
to be models for our lives.
Every time we talk about Sept. 11, we
deepen our understanding of that day:
what it meant then, what it means now
and what it will mean in the future. When
we speak of Sept. 11, we remember a .._>
world and a mindset that could not imag- v
ine such hate or such viciousness. We
remember that we were happy, prosperous and without fear, and we want to
experience that once again.
Vigils and commemorations are necessary for this process of creating meaning.
There can be no ending time, however, to
this process. A stopwatch and a program
of events are not appropriate. We cannot
limit who can speak.
We can never forget because we can
never know fully what Sept. 11 means.
We continually create meaning and
always find new lessons and new heroes
from the lives of the lost. When we speak
of Sept. 11, let us not talk of agendas, programs or platforms. Let us not bring the
discussion to a close.
Let us instead eulogize and learn from
the lives of the lost. Let us, to paraphrase
the immortal words of Abraham Lincoln,
devote ourselves to fulfilling the values
and dreams of those who died.
Let us honor them not with wars, but
with our words. Let us remember them not
for 30 minutes once a year, but every day.
Perhaps next year the organizers of Sept.
11 memorial events at JMU will not set arbitrary time limits on the official recognition
of the tragedy, but will allow students the
time they need to fully process their feel- U^"
ings and express their emotions.
That would be a fitting memorial for
those we love, admire and cherish.

campus
SPOTLIGHT
NATA1.IYA I AITlK/r.wriMtn phot'Vtwpher
E-mail darts and pun to breezedpto holmail.com
Darts A Pals art submitted antmymously and pnnlrd on a spa
available basis. Submissions are based upon one persim i o/itnum of a
ti\en situation, person or esrnt and do not nei e\uml\ retl,, t the truth

Pat...

"There should be a couple
of minutes of silence, and
lime should be devoted to
! talking about this tragedy
\ and to remember those
people who died."

Dart..

From four girls that understand your desire
to leave, but are saddened to see you jpi.

Dart...
A "way-to-be-patriotic-JMU" dart to
everyone that decided not to wear red,
white and blue on Sept.U.

freshman, accounting

"There should be
continued moments
of silence and vigils
to honor the dead
and their families."

From a sophomore who thinks that was so
gross and wonders why you couldn't use tlte bathworn that was right next to the water fountain

Pat.

A "my-sides-still-hurt" pat to the girl that
fell into the recycling bottles last Thursday

Dart...

A "you're-a-mouthful" pat to Dining
Sen ICff for upping the ante on the size
of its pickles at PC Dukes and lakeside
Express.
From a sophomore guy wlto appreciates leaving more of that salty goodness in every bite.

A "were-we-supposed-to-wake-youup?" dart to the girl in one residence hall
whose alarm clock went off'continuously for 20 minutes and could be heard
from inside my room

sophomore. English

How should Sept. 11,
2001, be commemorated
in the future and why?

From a freshman girl who could liear the
alarm outside the building as site walked to class.

"There should be a
parade with flag* <i
ceremony at Ground
Zero and a National
Commemoration Day "
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Kevin Marinak
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Online editor
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Allan Topp

Drew Wilson
Ahs<in Fargo
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Adjm Sharp
K\... Papafil
I eela Pereira
Cheryl Lock
Brad Richards
Wei 11.... i
Tricia Fnrnvill*
Ktialen Green

Kriaty Nkolich

i

LaKisha Hughes

Sent by a Plieasant Run neighbor Out MM
trying to sleep and once lie heard you crack down
those bottles was going to help but couldn t lioid
himself together from tlte laughing.

From an angry American who would love
to put tier boot in your butt.

Pat...

Mast-el Ali Mir
A "try-to-make-it-to-the-bathroom
next-time" dart to the random guy who
puked in one residence hall's fourth
floor water fountain Friday night.

A "cmgrataljliuns-you-dcservc-it" pat
to our boss who has decided to rrtiiv .iftiT
serving JMU Athletics for 31 years.

EDITORIAL POLICY
Beth Young
The houae editorial reflecti tin- if mum .■! tin- niiioii.il

®

junior, nursing

hoard a* a whole, and int nee manly the opinion ofany
individual warTmcmhcr of Trv Bretre

(eaaica Taylor
Marc Choi

Patrick Smith

Edilnti.il Hoard:
|trr» Vtbon
Alison Fargu
Adam Sh.irp

Mkn
Managing Edilor
Dpmion Edhoi

Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowitz

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses,
the world is indebted for all the triumphs which
liave been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."

— |iiim> Madison

Lctlen «i the editor -IU*JU IK n» m»re than 5v\
column* thoukt he no more ih.m 1,000 word*, andhorh
will he puhliUicJ on .1 *r*KC available bub They imi-t kdelivcred BD The HrrtTe h> n-nm Tueiday or 5 p m Fftdi
The Breeze rcterves the ni'lit to edit fal duff) Ml I
The opinion* m thi» MCtlon do nor nfCWMrlh, " tl<< 1
ihe opinion ol the newspaper, tin- inft OJ |aaa
Madikin Univeniiy

"There should be a day of
prayer and fasting, and it
should be considered a
National Commemoration
Day and a day of silence."
Anna Eskridge
senior. English

*
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TTERS TO THE EDITOR
Jent leaves JMU
i to km funding of
! arts programs
r Editor.
After spending rny first two
- 'i - ■ • ' it JMU, lot
iter I decided to I
iU for the Universi'
U I do
■
many reasons, but 01
primal
rompled
>
iv* JMU
decline in the Hbcr.il
rtsprotrams on campus.
The liberal arts used to be ,1
ell-respected program that
the school took pride in, but
over the past tew years liberal
arts seem i>
maMCondary priority. 1 cannot blame

Equipment thefts shine
bad light on students,
hurt football program
Dear Editor
While
I started
another school year, a very
serious problem has occurred
and needs t
J.The
past two weekends, some sru• taken It upon thenv
merit from the football stadium
and the football program
To the culprits of the aforementioned crimi's - tlv.s is net
tunny. Yes, there are the typical
Milks, but the H,
, while not only being

1
.'\er, as
«m to put many ol the
10 the
ISAT and computer programs.
This has brought the school
money and prestige, as seen in
President I.inwood Rose's
appointment to a national computer security committee.
However, this doesn
that Hi,
y should reel
like tii
'he right to
under r ne I
This attitude can be seen in the
• par library, dilapidated i . ■
a at
modem technology on the
le of campus.
These are only a few of the
ing the program
What about poor student
, ■ ■' ■
acl of required

course offerings, job cuts and
overall poor resource management? These are maj,.i
because if the unh
wants to attract not only quality students to the program
but also continue to bring outstanding faculty to the
they will have to look carefully at how Ihey will manage
the liberal arts in the future
I know from speaking with
someone in the administration that money is going
toward the libi
course there are plans for a
new performing arts center,
but this seems to be an afterthought or an apology for
years of neglect. Not only
that, but it will take sustained
support from the unrver ■•■•

ire used for our

up dumny
ippcn to
' of these itemeither turn them (Mo a

to make our players better and
also to help us become the best
i am in the country.
While you may think this
prank is funny, It |
definitely is a foolish thing to
do. ) I
ut a black
mark on the integrity i I
many g*std Madison stu i
iltend this school and do
things the right way. With this
in mind, I am ask,
student body's help in
ing tl
The two items that have
bean taken are a purple six-foot
goal post pad anil
175-pound purple Fisher pop

Mitact me

at 56fW086, through e-mail at
the footwhere these items are.
1 myself am a proud alum'id have
tar •uccevtootball
pnigTam, but acts like
very discouraging.
If you have
1
me through the avenu,
have given and upon receipt of
our equipment—then
the possibility of a reward

the program t.
mer presl
II will be
interesting to see if the admini do so.
'■'

incredible scholar He graduated trom Princeton Un
in two v,
,11/ing in
,i< b,ite philosophy
and rhetoii.
indeed,
steeped in the liberal arts I
encourage the urn.
administration to loo)
ly into how tttey th,x»se to use
their resources and keep the
ity that holds this great
scholar's name from becoming
James Madison Umven
Business and Technol, >
Dave Stack
junior. University of
Maryland
Once again Madison students, be on the lookout tor these
items and help return them to
the proper authonties. To the
peopk' who have taken these
the best thing for you to
do is to return them befon
are caught and prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law.
To all of the gixni-heaited
Ing and reav,
these Items sti tli.it
pare our players to be the best
team in the land and represent
vou, the lames Madison familv
Peter Johnson
JMU alumnus ('97)
JMU Football Equipment
Manager

JMU police patrols on
campus not affected
by new powers, duties
Dear Editor.
Tht'Bu
titorialoJ
Sept 1!
sion of authority lor |Ml
police lii nearby otl-cimpus
il Indicated
ill diminish
police pr,
ampus.
That assertion Is incor, v. policy will
have no effect on JMU police
patrols on campus.
A nivs thesatne
re in pointit
through quoting
Polio
that the new policy will not

affect patrolling
ak times
IVfU officers will
off-camp,
-,- ihere is
a high concentj
dents. Officers working off
campus, however, will be on
overtime shifts, and th
age un campus will remain
been,
I his n
-.for the
benefit, safety and w,
dents living n*
campus. The ui
uuHy and statf need
that these additional patrols will not be at
of traditional
■ iverage on campus.
I red Hilton
Director of University
Communications

Got something to
say? Send a Letter to
the Editor to
breezeopinion @hotmail. com
Please include your Cull name,
phone number, academic- year and
major. Letters should he no more
than 5(10 words in length.
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^^^

0|ilinnHrixl
•Specialising in glasses, contacts including t
colored contfu tr. und bifocal conta, t
• Exams for < atarai is, Glauo m
disease and foreign body removal

Need money?
Write lor The Breeze.
\X-(.I27

N^ idnftN llll SAl • WALK INS WfiL'IIMH)
^^
Z16B A JOHN WAYLAND HWY
BESIDE WAL-MART VISION CENTER ON 42 SOUTH
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GRILL

(I/ants tosaeis cwlau/J/uurv

1

Have a relaxing, quiet lunch at Madison Grill.
With a wide variety of menu items and
specials, it's great for lunch or dinner!
Warren Hall - Fifth Floor
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Sept. 15). It's hard lo break away (rom work, but its not impossible. Use your
imagination and your partner's creativity to see a little more of the world

Aries March 21-April 19

Today is a 6 - Venus, your ruling planet, is
coming into your sign. Other changes indicate that you re being surrounded with
kn i' It's still not a good time to go shopping, though. Postpone that until late

y

is a 6 - You may not be able t< p gej
* aw.tv, but you can certainly dream You
' can get brochures and schedules, too.
CX>n't leave anything to chance.
TIKI.IV

Today is an 8 - You don't have to spend
', your life savings to achieve perfection.
' Using what you've learned, with the help
of a friend, you can do for yourself and
save money.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 6 - As uudatiM lessen, you find
it easier to learn. Or maybe it feels like the
other way around Hither way, your attitude is improving.

,v

Today is a ft - Uranus, your ruling planet, is
coming back into your sign. This gives you
an extra shot ot ■ rv.itivity But remember to
be practical, too, or you'll flop.
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Look lor the answer in the
next issue of The Breeze
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ACROSS
1 Look over
5 Price
9 Outcropping
14 Head light?
15 Song for a
diva
16 Spelunker

B
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137
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Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18

A U

36

35

^■_
Today is an 8 - You're strong, bold and
f«Vx. good-looking, but even you can make
jjPg* mistakes I he most likely one would be

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle
s P A S
M u M s
u N B A R
w A T T
A B E T
T E R S E

What English word
can have four of
its five letters
removed and still
retain its original
pronunciation?

34

M

financial. Double-check your books.

12

■

?7

26

W

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

It

22

50

—*.
Today is a 7 - More work is required.
Today is an 8 - New technology can make it ^kt Better go back to the drawing board, or at
your work easier - eventually. There
^^^p feast do a little mom reseanh
could be an awkward learning ph,.M hrM,
but the profits justify it.
—Tribune Media Services

I of the Day

33

T8

.
Today is a 6 - Don't worry if you make an
gJ^T) ermr. This can be an opening for someone
^n? e,st*to **kv «re of you, and that's important, too.

10
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M

45

Virgo Aug. 23-Sepl. 22

KIDDI

I

;;

4?

someone who loves you.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20

1

7

11

■

. Today is an 8 - The secrets dear friends tell
you are as precious to you as jewels.
You're enriched by the confidence of

^CalK
A^t
■^ ^-

6

23

flfc

Cancer June 22-July 22

^

21

31

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

^■kf Today is an 8 - You're very capable, which
^BRIS^HHI, because you're certainly not
*&/} getting a free ride. You'll be working more
with no extra pay. But it could lead to an
increase in status, which is reason enough
lo do your best.

Gemini May 21-June 21

1 I

4

20

Sfr:

Taurus April 20-May 20

■

3

1/

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 6 - Continue to be tight with
, your money, even when facing great
temptation. You have more self-disopliiu'
than anybody. You'll be so proud of your,•11

2

14

17 ICU element
18 _ of Gilead
19 Seriously
chubby
20 Start of quip
23 Detection
device
24 Took off
25 Elegantly
stylish
28 Small Eurasian
viper
31 Vega's
constellation
35 Brew in a bag
36 Usher's route
38 Part 2 of quip
42 Encounter
43 Knock lightly
44 Kind
45 Before, briefly
46 Hindered
50 A way away
51 Vagabond
56 End of quip

61 More qualified
62 Versifier
63 Bunsen burner's ancestor
64 Dominion
65 Prepare copy
for publication
66 Come down in
buckets
67 Units of force
68 "Damn
Yankees" vamp
69 Free of fat

T

DOWN
1 Closes
2 Birchbark
vessel
3 True up
4 Class writing
5 Nightclubs
6 Verbal
7 Missile shelter
8 Mexican menu
item
9 Habitual
violator
10 Customary
practice
11 Don't _ do
that again!
12 Fewer
13 Guitar ridge
21 Dress up
22 Banns word
26 Butterfly
catcher
27 Discernment
28 Soot-covered
29 Stick or happy
starter
30 Rose of
baseball
31 Harp family
member
32"_ Show of
Shows"
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sri>D£nr, you

~
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DO

^ I

fc

rwf

AAAFW?

mw ACCfPHHG R€S€RVATiOyiS
FO£ 2O0H-2005
Sign a lease with The Commons. South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get
FREE local telephone service, FREE elhernet. and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year1
The.Commons

South View

Stone Gate

Office Hours
Monday • Friday
8:30-5:30
1068 N Lois Lane

•132-0600
www.lbjlimiled.com

*** thecommrr

33 Cryptic
character
34 Pierre's pal
37 Addams
Family cousin
39 Distinctive
outfits
40 Possessed
41 Light musical
production
47 Player's piece
48 Push onward
49 Matriarch of a
warren
50 One of the
Astaires
52 Very skilled
53 Word before
oil or mouth
54 Tedium
55 Prepare for
war
56 Unit of length
57 Comply
58 _ Bator,
Mongolia
59 Commotion
60 First name on
the moon
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Students talk about their changing
attitudes toward vegetarianism
Story by contributing writer Brandon Strawn • Photos by staff photographer Kristen Donnelly
Graphics by art director Jessica Taylor
Most students can remember their childhood days
and how their parents had to remind them to eat
their vegetables. In the past 10 years, a new trend
appears to have swept the nation. More people
seem to be conscious of what they are eating — an act that
may have led to an increase in vegans and vegetarians.
Veganism is an extension of vegetarianism in which the
vegan does not eat any food derived from an animal, including dairy products and animal-derived vitamins, according to
(oe Erickson. the operating director of JMU Dining Services.
It may seem that being a vegan could make finding
suitable food more difficult, especially in a campus environment. However, Dining Services is striving to make
dining experiences more enjoyable for vegetarians and
vegans throughout campus, according to Erickson.
Although Dining Services attempts to provide a unique
and steady selection of options, many servers, however,
arc unaware of the requirements to make vegan food,
according to Erickson. Erickson has worked with the
Animal Rights Coalition over the past few years to enhance
the vegetarian and vegan dining experiences at JMU. He
and various other officials have attended ARC meetings to
discuss the issue and also have invited ARC members into
the kitchen at D-hall to sample various selections.
On Sept. 25, Ron Pickarski, the first professional
vegan chef to be certified as an executive chef by the
American Culinary Federation, will be assisting
chefs from all around campus in preparing more
elaborate dishes, according to Erickson. The potential vegan
foods include such items as soy linguine, meatless buffalo
wings and tofurky [a turkey substitute made from tofu] gravy
Also, later this fall, soy milk will be provided at the same location as regular milk in more locations on campus, according to
Erickson. Soy milk is available at most dining facilities already,
but it is upon request or only offered in the vegan section.
"Being vegan is wonderful because you know you're not
eating [an animal that was] suffering," said senior Starza
Kolman, president of the ARC. "You're only eatingthe
essential vitamins you get from plants."

a
Being vegan is wonderful because you know
you're not eating [an animal that was] suffering.
— Starza Kolman
senior

95
Students may become vegan for many reasons. One
opinion is that the treatment of animals is cruel and should
not be supported, according to junior Tara Lowrie.
Many JMU students become vegan or vegetarian
because it gives them a belter sense of their health, according to freshman Whitney Tolley. The ARC notes that vegetarians and vegans usually do not need to take any vitamins, because most minerals already are supplied in the
food that they eat.
Many students are content with the on-campus selection
of vegetarian and vegan alternatives served at the dining
facilities, according to Tolley.
The vegan corner and salad bar in D-hall, as well as
Mrs. Green's, provide a good selection for non-meat
eaters, Tolley said.
Dining Services always is willing to assist anyone
with a problem with the menu, said Dwight Campbell,
director of D-hall.
Students can view nutritional information and any of the
dining hall menus at the JMU dining Web site,
wunv.jmu.edu/dinmg. Any students interested in joining
the ARC can visit the group on Student Organization
Night, Sept. 25, or attend its weekly meetings in Taylor Hall,
room 303, Thursdays at 7 pjn.

Make yo ur own...
Very Easy Vegan Truffles

Surprise Pancakes

I 1/2 cups vegan chocolate chips
8 oi. tofu cream cheese
3 cups vegan powdered sugar
I 1/2 t. vanilla
Garnishes: finely ground nuts, cocoa powder, toasted unsweetened
shredded coconut

I cup whole wheat pastry flour
1/7 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon baking soda

Pbce chocolate cNps in the top of a double boiler, over medium heat and
leave to melt. Place the vegan cream cheese in a food processor and process
until smooth and creamy. Add half the powdered sugar and process for 30
seconds. Add the remaining powdered sugar and continue to process until
well blended. Add melted chocolate chips and vanilla and process to evenly
distribute the melted chocolate.Transfer mixture to a glass bowl, cover and
place in the refrigerator to chill for one hour. Shape the chilled mixture into
one-inch balls. Roll the balls in the garnishes of choice; thoroughly coat them
on all sides. Store in the refrigerator or freezer. Yields five dozen.
courtesy of The Vegan Chef at http:llwww.veganchef.com

I cup milk (or vanilla soy milt)
1/2 cup cooked brown rice
Butter or oil for frying
Mix the dry Ingnidlents together In a bowl. In a separate large bowl whi
egg with the milk. Mix the dry ingredients Into the milk and stir In the rice.
Heat one teaspoon butter or oil in a heavy skillet.When the skillet is hot and
the butter sizzles, ladle a large spoonful of batter Into It When air bubbles
appear on the top flip the pancakes and cook for a minute until brown.
Remove from the skillet and keep warm in the oven until all are made.
Serves four.
courtesy of ATaste of Heaven and Earth at
rru^://«7WCOTd.com/toste/redpej/surprt»e
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ATTENTION A USTUDENT
*"»■■■■

@(J@ANI2Alfl@M

Want to learn how to get your club's
name in The Breeze?
Come to a Breeze info meeting!

• Monday, S@pf• .22
• 7:M pjm* Tcayflof 4CW

$1off

Make a

any purchase of
$5 or more

Valley's

E*ON

and Dunkin Donuts
r noling Our ('(immunity.
Locations in Harrisonburg:
1911 S. High St. (near Wal-Mart)
1001 E. Market St. (Dunkin Donuts location)'FLEX accepted*
1168 Virginia Ave (Across from EMU)

The deadline for

(except lottery) with coupon

2003-2004
school-yedr volunteer
applications is
Wednesday, October 15.

Not Valid With Any Other Offer. No Copies Accepted. Expires 9/30/03

For more information or
to apply, call us at

WELCOME STUDENTS!

433-4497

Join our College Ministries

or email

Harrisonburg Baptist Church

pmorriso@rhcc.com.

College Bible Study
Wednesdays at 6:30 pm
"How to Stay Christian in College"

IHRMH

All Students are invited to a fellowship meal
served from 5:30-6:15 prior to the study

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
235 Cantrell Avenue Harrisonburg. Virginia 22801
www.rmhonline.com

Sunday School - Sundays at 9:45 am
Worship Service - Sundays at 11:00 am

RMH: We're here for you.

501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
www.harnMinburKhaptist.cuiii • Transportation .tillable • 4)3-2456

Picture this:
*
Envision yourself in A Connected World
EVENTSALL WEEK (SEPT. 20-28)
International Photo Contest
Display. Carrier Library
(two weeks)
Submit your best photos! Winning entries for
JMU's 4th annual international Photo Contest
will be on display tor two weeks in Carrier
Library Three categories lor you to choose
architecture, landscape, and people Visit the
international Week web site for more information

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20
International Festival.
Hillandale Park, 12pm-6pm
Come to Hillandale Park to enjoy all (he
cultures of the Shenandoah Valley arts crafts,
music, dancing, food and more' Free shuttle
from Godwin bus stop

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Iran. Irag, and Afghanistan:
What Is going on?,
College Center Grand Ballroom
7:30pm-9pm
Mr Mohammad All is the Executive Producer of
WorldViow TV in Fairfax. VA. Mr All moderated
ECVA's 2001 and 2002 Candidates' Forum and
has been a political consultant to BBC and
Radio Free Europe He has also offered lectures
and presentations at US Department ol Health &
Human Services, US State Department. Fairfax
County Government, Georgetown University.
and the Middle-East Institute He has been also
syndicated In on-line magazines and published
articles in US News and World Report

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
International Flag Parade,
Quad A the commons. 11:30am-1pm
Parade Participants represent JMU's diverse
national and international community. The
route begins and ends on the commons
Saxophone Masterclass with
Andre Leroux, School of Music.
Room 140, 1:25pm-2;15pm
Percussion Masterclass with
Jon Mele. School of Music,
Room 106. 1:25pm-2:15pm

Andre Lerous Jazz Quartet
(Montreal. Quebec).
Wilson Hall.8pm-9:30pm
Bnng your friends and families lor a night of
pizzazz with Andre and his Jazz Quarts! from
Canada
Basic Korean 101.
Taylor 305. 4pm-5pm
Basic Hindi/Urdu 101,
Taylor 400. 4pm-5pm

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
Performance at the commons.
t2pm-lpm. Pepe A ran da
As the lead singer for Solazo. Pepe is back
with some more Latin rhythm and music.
Come and |om him around the commons'
Madison International Program
Open House, Ash by Hall 5pm-7pm
This is an invitation only event
Kurds and Kurdistan, Mr. Kanl
Xulam, Taylor 305. 3:30pm-5pm
Come and learn who are the Kurds and where
is Kurdistan. Explore the people, language.
history and cusloms of Ihia unique culture
International Week Speaker.
Mr. Kanl Xulam. Qrafton-Stovall,
7pnv9pm
Mr Kam Xulam is from Northern Kurdistan At
the University ol Toronto, he represented
Kurdistan at the 'Model United Nations', which
passed a resolution recognizing the right of the
Kurdish people to self-determination
In 1993. on the urgings of the Kurdish
community leaders of America, he left his
family business m California to establish and
run the American Kurdish Information Network
(AKIN) with the mtent ot offering a public
service to foster Kurdish-American
understanding and friendship
Basic Italian 101, Taylor 400.
4pm-5pm

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
International Bazaar, the commons
& Warren Patlo. 11 am-3pm
(Rain Location: Transitions)
Come stroll through vendors' stalls ot crafts
from around the world Don't forget to bring
your wallet' Student international organization
booths will also be present.
Performance at the commons.
12pm-12:30pm. Arab/Israeli Comedy
Ar.ib. 1*1 .ii-ii Comedy Tour. CMISS
Educational Series. Wilson Hall,
7-8:30pm
Israeli born comedienne Roni Geva and her
Lebanese-American partner. Hassan Arawas.
aim to bring peace to the Middle East through
humor with their new, two person comedy
review. 'The Arab/Israeli Comedy Hour,*
directed by journalist, comedian and Nalional
Public Radio commentator Aaron Freeman
Peace Corps, Taylor 305.4pm-5pm
Want to join the Peace Corps? Here Is your
chance to learn more about this organization
and the opportunities that It offers.
Basic Arabic 101. Taylor 400. 4pm-5pm

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
Performance at the commons,
12pm-1pm (NIITetteyTetteh)
All the way from Ghana. Nil Tertey Tetteh and
members from his "Kusun Ensemble* bring you
a blend of jazz and African music.
Study Abroad Fair,
Transitions, 11am-3pm
Find out how to study abroad anywhere in the
world, as well as how to intern, travel, work, and
volunteer abroad' Free food, gifts, and prizes
America Through Our Eyes.
Taylor 305. 3:30pm-5pm
International students will share their
perspectives of Irving in America Audience
participation is welcome.

Palestinian/Israeli Discussion Panel,
PC Ballroom 7pm-8:30pm
Learn more about what is going on between
Israel and Palestine Two of our very own JMU
professors. Dr Najat Rahman and Dr Hasan
Hamdan. will be running a discussion panel
about an issue that they have been living with
from the beginning of their lives.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
Performance at the commons,
Mid-East Interest Club, 12pm-1pm
Intsrnstlonal Extravaganza Performance
by Desert Wind Dance Company,
Grand Ballroom, 6:30pm-8pm
Come en|oy performances By Desert Wind Dance
Company, a professional ensemble dedicated to
the presentation and preservalion ol Middle
Eastern dance and en|oy a catered bullet!
$i 2 per person; $6 lor studonls Last year's event
was sold out In advance; buy your tickets early!
To purchase tickets, stop by CMISS In Warren
245. or email mulllcutturalOimu edu lor inquiries
Pablo Antonio y La Flrma Band,
Grand Ballroom, 10pm-1am
Wanna Merengue and salsa all night' Join
Pablo Antonio and his band "La Firma" lor a
night ol Latin flavor! Merenque and salsa
lessons start at 10:00pm
Basic Faral 101, Taylor 400, 4pm-Spm

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
World Cup Tournament, URECTurf Flew
9am-3pm
Join a soccer team and represent your heritage
or country in the lourlh annual JMU World Cup
Advanced registration is required and may be
mads at CMISS In Warren 245

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
World Cup Tournament Semifinals end
Finals, UHEC Turf Field, 1pm-5pm

Basic Hebrew 101,Taylor 400, 4pm-5pm

ujvjauj.jmu.edu/multicultural

MONDAY. SEPT.

i- Second hand E-Motion
UPB takes student artwork to a whole new
dimension: the Web.
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"Hookups are casual — they're
about meeting someone and giving
into that initial sexual energy."

STYLE

RACHEL WERMUTH

junior

phnin mam) of UNIVERSnyPROCKAHBOARD IfAH JESTER SMI\VTHAV,ARRESatulT.I HI'FF

untltled paintings (from Ml to right) by seniors Samantha Warren (two). Leah Jester and T.J. Huff (two) are all pieces featured on the E-Motlon Web site at http://upb.lmu.edu.

Creating artistic

outlets

JMU, UPB begin new record label
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

style editor
What do Columbia Records,
Atlantic Records and JMU all have
in common? Come this fall. JMU
will join the ranks of the major
names in music stores when the
University Program Board establishes (MU's own record label.
I PK announced an idea to form
a record label at the end of last
semester. In less than two weeks,
that annou ncement will take form,
and possibly even change the face
of JMU entertainment.
Student Organization Services
Assistant Director Chris Srup ('94,
'99M), who formerly worked for
Capitol Records, first mentioned
the possible idea two or three
years ago when he was the UPB
coordinator, according to senior
Gabby Revilla, UPB director of
media and public relations.
Stup had a former practicum
student research the idea last year
and discover that "forming a
record label at JMU was closer than
becoming a reality than one would

generate enough revenue to prothink," according to Revilla.
She said in order to begin the vide all of the programs that it will
label, UPB will add two new posi- need to run successfully," she said.
The director of artist and repertions to its executive board —
director of artist and repertoire toire and director of label promoand director of label promotions.
tions will select a committee to
"The two new executive mem- work for the label, and, Revilla
bers, after they are selected by the said, UPB hopes students will be
current executive board, will first able to learn about producing, prohave to decide on a name for the moting and distributing albums.
"This will be an amazing learnlabel," Revilla said. "Then they can
jump right into scouting for talent." ing experience, not only for the
While Revilla said talent directors involved, but for the JMU
signed on the new label may student artists that get signed to
come from JMU, it is not limited this label," she said.
While UPB hopes that produconly to students.
She said the two new directors tion will begin this semester,
also will be responsible for pressing Revilla said to expect CDs "defithe compact discs and promoting nitely by next semester."
Applications are available in
the artists who they chose to sign.
"The plan is to explore that Taylor 234 and are being accepted
incredible talent that JMU has to for the two new positions through
offer and take that out into not just Sept. 19. Applicants must be curthe JMU community, but the rent JMU students. As long as the
greater Rockingham County com- UPB executive board, which will
select the new members, decides
munity as well," Revilla said.
Funding for the label initially there is a qualified candidate, thev
will come from funds figured into will be selected by Sept. 22, Revilla
the UPB budget for this year. said. For more information, con"Eventually we hope the label will tact UPB at X8-6217.

BREEZE STYLE STUDENT SURVEY

UPB features online art
gallery via E-Motion
BY ELIZABETH BAKKON

contributing writer
There is now a window into
the colorful and creative minds of
JMU student artists — all at the
click of a mouse.
Access the University Program
Board Web site, http://upb.jmu.edu,
and step inside "E-Motion," an
online art gallery for students to
display their work.
By clicking on one of the
thumbprint images the printing*
drawings and photography of
student artists can be viewed by
the JMU and online community.
E-Motion was created by the
UPB during the 2001-'02 school
year, according to senior Gabby
Revilla, UPB director of media
and public relations.
According to sophomore Jessi
Bavolack, UPB director of arts
events, E-Motion seeks to "educate
the student body, as well as the
Internet community, about the
impact of an artistic message or
artistic interpretation."
She said E-Motion also serves
the purpose of "challenging the
minds not only of our audience,
but our students as well; and to
provide a unique opportunity for
our students to display their best
and brightest pieces in a different
sort of gallery."
Since its origination, E-Motion
has featured studio artwork by
three students: Seniors Leah Jester,

Samantha Warren and T.J Huff. In
addition to having their artwork
■hownwri. arttatf nay reosiva up
to $50 for their display. The UPB
asks students ink rested in submitting to E-Motion tor a simple portfolio and an artist statement.
After receiving submissions,
the Arts Events Committee and
the UPB Executive Council notify
selected artists and exhibit their
work for a month. After the month
is up, art will be kept in EMotion's archives.
Beginning this year, E-Motion
will expand to cover digital works
and short films. "We plan on having the new E-Motion 'in motion'
nan the end of September,"
Bavolack said. She said it also will
feature a directorv of museums and
galleries in the Shenandoah Valley,
a list o* art-related clubs at JMU and
links to other online galleries.
After visiting the site, senior
Lauren Friedery said, "1 normally
wouldn't go to an art show, but I
enjoyed looking at the work online,
and I am now (reeling) encouraged
to go to an upcoming art show.
"I think this is a great way to
expand students' knowledge of the
arts |at JMU|," Frioderv said.
Submission forms and new
graphics for the site are underway,
but Bavolack said she currently is
reviewing portlolios and movies
for future display. Students can cmail her regarding questions and
requests at hiwlaji.

So, you hooked up
College pastime broken down
BY ANDREA LANOE

contributing writer

In the settling dust of the Britney Spears Madonna make out session at
the Musk Television Video Musk Awards Aug. 28, students reflect on
(heir own personal favorite on-screen kisses.
-The

MM

in Cruel Intention.'

'lost Heeklns and Roger ".abb*

l>#fw*>#n iorofi awe ntfiie) viMr

in 'Who framed to*** tabb*?'

and letme Moir became it

because k was jut* fun."

weedefceav*."

— Rochel While, freshman

— Tom Fodoul, freshmon
"Josh Homett end Kbefn Duns*
In Jerry Mogutro wtien (sens

kit* in the -Virgin Suicides' is so

Cruise end KeRy t>re*ton) ore

ereot because (Dunet) ru.

about to do me shanky donky

out of her house ond wasot
I to be mere kiseinf him."

because it's such a hat kiss."
— lindtey VvbhSer Thomos, senior

— louren BruMard, junior

"The Idee m 'Casablanca' when

"In'SpWerman'

(Humphrey logon and Sngrid

Mogutre is upside down and

kergmon) kite becouse » b every

kisses Kirsten Dune* sWMe» you

gW's romantic picture of being
| her feet"

just get sucked into it."
— Courtney Coigrove, freshman

— Cosey Bryant, sophmoft
AIM eft

icon Pit} 2* WffMM Sfifref

"Denite Richards end Neve

(Soon Patrick Scott) end Jason

Campbol'. in -Wed Things'
became it wee yummy."

Ikjgs snake out hetewM »
HMpT ao ronoofw.

— Crokj Aftdertton, freshman

— KanSUen Mc Kay, BOphomore
— cot*pimd by Kyeo rQpoM
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It's happened to all of us.
After a wild night out, you call
up a friend to swap stories from
the night before, and he or she
says, "1 hooked up with someone last night."
But what is a hookup? To
hook up can mean so many
different things that the term
doesn't go very far in really differs, depending on
explaining what happened. who you're talking to and what
It seems like almost every their habits are," she said.
For example, if VOU know
college student has had at
least one hookup, hut no one the person involved has had
can agree on exactly what casual sex before, then you can
assume that a hookup, to them,
that term means.
Hookups are a common imolvessex.
The report also said hookups
type of relationship in college,
but they are characterized by commonly occur between peoambiguity A survey conduct- ple who do not know one anothed of 1,000 college women in er well, and that neither particiJuly 2001 found that the defi- pant expects a commitment.
In other words, hookups
nition of a hookup varies — of
those polled, 75 percent aren't about commitment, they're
defined it as "anything rang- about sexual attraction
"You don't hook up with a
ing from kissing to naving
sex/'according to the Institute guy you're interested in having a
relationship with," junior RaclK'l
for American Values.
So, a hookup involves some Wermuth said. "Hookups <w
form of a sexual encounter, but casual — they're about meeting
someone and giving into that
details are not specified.
Unlike a one-night stand, initial sexual energy."
But there are some people
which implies one night of
casual sex, hooking up has no who say that hooking up isn't
clear boundaries on the activi- sinctlv casual — that it can lead
to something more.
ties involved.
"A hookup is usually only
"I've learned to ask people
to specify exactly what hap- casual, but sometimes it can be
the
start of a relationship," senEened when they say they
ooked up with somebody ior A| Talboosaid.
So what kind of definition
because vou just never know,"
do we have? A hookup is a
sophomore Megan Kelly said.
The sexual behaviors of the sexual encounter of some kind
person involved help determine that is usually casual, but not
what they coivsider hooking up, always. Have we reallv
according to senior Kate Collins. defined anything? No, because
"The definition of a hookup everything about the term

"hookup" is vague.
Vagueness is at least partially intentional. For one thing,
every sexual activity that can be
called a hookup has another
name. Using the term "hookup"
is just somehow more polite or
politically COflWCt than the other
vocabulary words available
Using the term "hookup"
also serves as a conversation
slartei a wa\ to lead into a
description of last night's
escapades. It gives the person
you're talking to a chance to
request more details if he or
she wants them, but doesn't
give away too much, in case
he or she wants to.be spared
the details

The ambiguity of hooking
up also is helpful to those who
might want to exaggerate what
happened. If you're modest,
then it allows you to imply that
less happened than really did,
MM] tl you're more of a braggart, then it can imply that
there was more action than
what actually occurred.
So the next time you call up
a friend to swap stones and you
hear, "1 hooked up last night,"
try not to get frustrated. There's
no way to define hooking up,
but that's OK. That vagueness
gives VOU the right to just
demand details.
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Battle of the sexes: male and female shopping styles
If fashion is Cod, then shopping is prayer. As fellow fashion
observers, we must partake in
this spiritual ritual not only to
Eay homage to the fashion gods,
Lit also to rid us of our sins for
buying such things as Velcrostrap shoes, snap bracelets and
Day-Glo socks.
However, shopping is not
to be taken lightly, for a few
purchasing mishaps not only
will drain the bank account
but also will cause closets to
take a nose dive. Therefore, if
shopping is prayer, then I am
the pope, so read on for some
great shopping tips for men
and women
Since men and women have
such different shopping styles,
they need to be addressed separately. However, both sexes
can leam a great deal from
each other's shopping differences, beginning with the frequency of shopping.
Women take major shopping trips once every six months

and then again during every
birthday, back-to-school season and during winter and
summer clearances. There
also are shopping splurges
when women are bored, tired,
depressed, recently dumped
or accompanying a best friend
who recently was dumped.
Men, however, shop once
every two years — and only
then after some serious urging from their mothers or girlfriends. Women should learn
to scale back the number of
trips and instead do lots of
shopping in less-frequent allday marathons in order to
intimidate men less with
numerous mall runs.
Organize shopping according to store and mall. Men
also must learn that styles
change — gasp — and should
at the very least buy a few of
the season's essentials to
update their wardrobes.
Aside from the frequency of
shopping, men and women

also shop for numerous different reasons. Women shop when
they are about to run out of
something, need to replace something, desperate to find something new, are bored with their
wardrobe or to simply buy the
20th pair of something they
already have Men shop only
when their shoes no longer
have soles or when their shirts
are falling apart at the fibers.
A great technique for both
men and women to maximize
their shopping experiences is to

first organize their closets into
two sections — favorite clothes
and everything else.
From now on, only buy
clothes you love and slowly
throw out anything that's a
weird color, a birthday present gone wrong and everything you haven't worn since
high school. Next, organize
clothes by color and style and
tvahiaft the stock.
If there are 10 light blue polo
shirts, that's nine too many.
Start shopping while keeping in

mind what colors and styles er, can expand their fashion
you have plenty of and go for horizons and allow themsomething different. This is the selves to buy an expensive
shirt or pants. Like gadgets,
key to expanding a wardrobe
Finally, what men and expensive clothes are not only
women are willing to spend higher quality, but will last
money on has caused enough longer and therefore make
drama to end relationships. your purchase worthwhile.
Finally, take the purchase
Women just might splurge on
something simply because it is home and, instead of throwing
it in a corner, lay it on your
from a designer label, their best
friend has it or because every- bed or try it on and admire
yourself in the mirror. This
one else seems to have it.
Men's idea of splurging is will increase the satisfaction of
buying something great, but
spending S3 on A-shirts
However, all rationality also will reveal an unnoticed
screeches to a halt when it snag or flaw. Then hang it up
comes to gadgets. It is in this in the closet on the "love"
area that men demand only the side. If you have any doubts,
best, smallest, fastest and, there- or change your mind, take it
back immediately.
fore, most expensive toys.
Shopping success comes
From men, women should
decide on what really matters down to having the right mind
to them and only splurge on frame, a good attitude and a
those few items. For example, clear idea of what you want.
women should decide to Now that 1 have provided the
spend money only on shoes essential tools for great shopand makeup and cut corners ping, go in peace and venture
everywhere else. Men, howev- out into the fashion world.

You've Missed...
The Blurvnnr

inner campus buses
opportunties to go to UREC
8 am classes
chances to talk to the hottie you met last
weekend
But don't miss that U chance to get your yearbook picture taken!
September 15-19
September 22-26
September 29- October 3
Mon. 1p.m.-5p.m.

Taylor 400
Taylor 402
Taylor 402
Tues.-Fri. 9a.m.-5p.m.

$5 sitting fee, but yearbooks are free!
Seniors: Forgot to return the card you received over the
summer? You can still get your picture taken!
Questions? Call Gina at 568-6541
ore-mail <jmu_bluestone@yahoo.com>

Leave Your Mark
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"We had a hard core practice this
week and just worked on being
there for our teammates."

Moore conquers Ironman

Senior Rebecca Moore completed
the Ironman Wisconsin triatnlon
Sunday. Sept. 7.

JANBLUPBM IS

senior forward
SM story below

sm story below

FIELD HOCKEY

-WOMEN'S SO. CER-

-Coil

Va. Tech
shuts out
Dukes, 3-0
The women's soccer team
fell lo Virginia Tech Thursday
evening by a score of 3-0. For
the Hokirs.
it
marked
Thursday
their
first
ever
win
JMU
a ga i n s t |
0
JMU, as the
Va. Tech
Dukes lead
the all-time
3
series 9-0-1.
VT
also
notched its third straight
shutout of (he season.
In the 27th minute, forward Jessica Myers snagged
her fifth goal of the year and
Ihird game-winner on the
young season. Forwards
Lauren Eaton and Emily
ll.irnh.irilt also chipped in for
Tech with a goal a piece.
The Ilokies nave not
allowed a goal since Sept. 2,
en route to posting 367
shutout minutes of play.
JMU (1-31) will host
California State-Northridge
Friday night at 7 p.m. at the
JMU Soccer Complex.
—/win MM//'reports

-MEN'S SOCCER-

JMU beat
Bison, 3-2
tailing 10 at halftime, JMU
bent Howard University Sunday
afternoon, 3-2,
on
the
strength of
Howard
three second half goals
2
Red shirl
JMU
senior
defender Rob
Overlon
headed a ball into Ihe net at the
57:16 minute mark, tying the
game, but the Dukes soon tell to

a 2-1 deficit i raahman mkMald
er Mark Totten scored the ecrualizer for JMU from 20 yards.
With less than two minutes
remaining in the game, ntl-shirt
freshman
forward
Tom
Sochacki scored the game Winner to push the Dukes to 4-1 on
the senson.
—from staff reports

— FOOTBALL—

Week 3:
Atlantic 10
Conference
Offensive Player of the Week
Running back Gcrmainc
Bennett ol the University of
Delaw.iro rushed for 122
yards and three touchdowns
on 26 carries in his first
career start against the
University of Richmond
Defensive Player of the Week
I IIU-kicker Rold Louis of
Xi.rth.'.istrm University collected a total of 11 tackles
(eight uu.i'-sisti'.li. .in interception, a sack and a tumble
recovery in the Huskies' victory over the University of
Rhode Island SaturdayLouis' interception on the
tiiulpl.iy ol Ihe game preserved
the 42-W win for the Hu-kn•
Rookie of the Week
( omcrbadi Manauris Arias
of Maine University made l"~
woond consecutive start and
added an Interception and ■>
fumble recovery t<> hia career
totals in tiieiil.uk ik-.if.-2i M
victory
over
' lorida
International UllHerStt)
Special teams of the Week
kuk returner Martin I ftaon
of Villanova University returned
the opening kuk 'Hi yards lor ,i
touchdown in the UiM. at
win over the University of New
Hampshire thi-| .i-l uevkend.
—from sltffreports

j*
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Antics hurt
image of
collegiate
athletics
BY DICK JHRARDI

Knight Ridtler Newspapers

rf

* )

\BBY SULLIVAN/iM|rp».«ifra/*,r
The Dukes (1-4) defeated Kent State University In overtime Friday, earning their first win of the season by a score of 4-3.

Santanna scores OT goal
JMU drops Kent State, gets first win of year
BY MATT STOSS

contributing writer
Offense has been scarce
for the Dukes (1-4) this season, scoring two goals in
their first
four
I ridaj
games.
Kent
St.
JMU
reversed
Ihe trend
Friday
night,
beating
Kent State University, 4-3,
in overtime.
Red-shirt junior forward
Alissa Santanna put the ball
in the net for the Dukes' first
win of the season.
"I couldn't have done it
without everyone behind
me,"
Santanna
said.
"Today, it was like everyone gelled together."
Kent State jumped to an
early 2-0 lead in the first
half, scoring first with
19:31 to play and then

again with 2:18.
After the half, Santanna
led the charge, scoring the
Dukes' first goal since Aug.
31 with 17:27 to play in the
second half.
"We have been working a
lot at combining near the
goal and working with our
teammates instead of taking
it up one-on-one," Santanna
said. "I just needed to put
(the ball) in the goal; everyone else got it there for me."
It didn't take long for
Kent State to answer back
when
forward
Berber
Rischen netted a goal, pushing the score to 3-1 in favor of
the Golden Eagles.
The rest of the game
offensively was all Dukes.
With 7:18 on the clock,
red- shirt senior midfielder
Dana Weaver racked up an
assist giving the ball to senior
forward Janelle Perlis, who
scored, turning a one-goal
game to 3-2.
"We had a hard core prac-

-u/ saw Janelle [Perlis]
taking the shot and
knew where it was
going to go.
—Alissa Santanna
red-shirt junior forward

95
tice this week and just
worked on being there for
our teammates," Perlis said.
"We just wanted to go out
there and have tun."
After the Dukes called a
timeout with 3:07 left in the
half, JMU scored again with
1:38 remaining in the game.
Senior forward Amy Cordes
scored a clutch goal to tie it
at three and send the game
into overtime.
In overtime, Santanna and
Perlis combined to score with

only 2:34 left to play in overtime. This time, it was Perlis
on the assist and Santanna
scoring her second goal of
the night to give f MU its first
victory of the year.
"Basically, I just put my
stick out," Santanna said "I
saw janelle taking the shot
and knew where it was
going to go."
JMU's first win could not
have come at a better time
or in a more dramatic fashion, according to coach
Irene Horvat.
"It took a little longer than
we would have hoped, but
we did it and got it in the
end," Horvat said.
The Dukes faced No. 2ranked University of North
Camlina Sunday in Chapel Hill,
N.C, and fell by a score of 9-1.
Forward Katy Potter k-d
UNC, scoring three goals and
adding two assists.
Cordes scored |MU's only
goal at the 25:48 nurk in the second half with Weaver's assist

Dave Bliss should go to
jail. And he should stay there
for a while.
Jim Harrick should visit him.
And hang around tor a time just
to get a feel for the place.
The criminals, cheaters and
liars have become the face of
college basketball. Every coach
now is being branded because
of the sins of his peers.
There are 327 Division 1
men's basketball coaches. Too
many of them will do anything
to win. Too many others are
assumed to be Nick Nolle in
"Blue Chips," because of wltat
they do, not who they are.
Coaches find they must
defend themselves against a
perception. Which is why the
National
Association
of
Basketball Coaches called for a
summit of Division I coaches
fVt IS in Ch\r*fp
That they recognize they
have a problem is a nice place to
stall Kitting BUw in jail would
be even better. That really would
send the proper message.
Bliss, the former Baylor
University coach, is every bad
coaching stereotype come to
life. This man, hiding behind
religion and masquerading as a
teacher, is a liar and l cheafcV
and perhaps a criminal. And he
has no heart and no soul.
Last spring, Bliss took
away the scholarship of
Carlton Dotson because, in the
11 MM h I opinion, the player he
recruited could no longer help
his team win.
As police investigated the
disappearance of Baylor center Patrick Dennehy this summer. Bliss tried to distance his
Erogram from Dennehy. He
ed about what he knew and
when he knew it. He told
Dennchy's parents he knew
nothing about any threats
toward tlu-ii son, even M it
became obvious he did.
I vcntually, I toteon was
charged with Dennehv's murder. Dennehy's body was found
in a field outside Waco, Texas.
And Bliss, who had been helping fund Dennehv's tuition
against NCAA rules, tried lo
see NCAA, page 14

TRIATHLON

Senior completes Ironman Wisconsin
Moore finishes race in 13 hours, 48 minutes, 13 seconds
BY SARA HAWKINS

contributing writer
In the still darkness of the
early morning hours Sunday,
Sept. 7, senior Rebecca Moore
approached the water observing the comparable nervous
expressions of her other 2,000
competitors.
Countless
thoughts flooded her mind of
the upcoming 2.4-mile swim,
112-mile bike and 26.2-mile
marathon run, until the focus
was placed on a sign that
encouragingly read, "This is
the day you have worked so
hard for"
It was then Moore established that there was no turning back. And with that, at 7
a.m., the 2003 Ironman
Wisconsin began.
The triathlete swam Lake
Monona's course in 1 hour, 12
minutes and 35 seconds.
Moon then moved on to the
first transition area where she
changed from her full wet suit
and swim gear to her biking
■tttfC Prom there, she faced a
hilly bike course. With an
overall successful ride at 6
hours, 47 minutes and 11 secOndf iht i MKM if lo the second transition area.

"It was hard to stay
focused and keep moving forward, especially knowing I
still had to run a marathon,"
Moore said.
She crossed the legendary
white line with an overall
time of 13 hours, 48 minutes
and 13 seconds.
"Her dedication to putting in the hours to prepare
her body for the race was
both phenomenal and very
inspiring," said junior Andy
Blatecky, a JMU Triathlon
Club teammate.
Moore's training program
consisted of bike rides five
times a week, alternating distances ranging from 35 to 100
miles. Her training runs would
vary from three to 17 miles, and
Moore coached the Antioch
Aces Swim Team in Richmond,
where she was able to do all of
her swimming with that team.
"(Moore] was meticulous in
this jher training]," said senior
Kirk Hetherington, a teammate and close friend who
completed the 2002 Ironman
Wisconsin. "Consider a typical
week of her training leading
up to Ironman Wisconsin —
over 30 miles of running, 200
miles on the bike and thou-

sands upon thousands of
meters in the pool. Rebecca
would not even allow herself
to draft other riders on her 100mile bike rides.
"Instead she would fight
the wind every moment, just
as she would have to in the
race. It was incredible to watch
Rebecca in her training; there
was never a doubt in my mind
that she would finish."
Not only did Moore's hours
of training assist her during
race day, but also her numerous inspirations — the professionals who mastered the race,
her parents and Hetherington.
Moore expressed deep gratitude to her )MU Triathlon
t luh "|ust seeing how excited
they were about the race made
me more determined to train
harder," she said.
"No words can describe
what it feels like to cross over
|the finish line]," Moore said.
"Imagine your dream —
what you have worked so
hard lor — then all of a sudden ... it comes true. It is
more than a race or working
out for 13 plus hours, it is
proving lo yourself that you
can do it Anything is possible," Moore said.

DCMIM) 4REM& CA UOO/m
Senior Rebecca Moore prepared for the Ironman Wisconsin
by running over 30 miles a week, biking over 200 miles a
week and swimming thousands of meters in the pool.
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NCAA: Athletes forgotten in blur of coaching scandals

TOM PENN1NGTON/F,*? W-nh St.,r Telti
Former Baylor University men's h—lnthl coach Dave Bass answers
questions regarding the death of one of hit players, Patrick Demehy.

NCAA, from past U
paint tXfinehy as a drug dealer.
Why? To demonstrate how
Dennehy might have been capable of paying his tuition and to
take the heat off himself. Baylor
was over the 13-scholarship limit,
and Bliss wanted more players.
Has there ever been a more
callous man in the history of
intercollegiate athletics? Won't
authorities be interested in possible obstruction of justice charges?
After all, his own players have
said the coach encouraged them
to lie to investigators. Shouldn't
somebody want some answers
from this man, whit portrayed
himself as virtuous and turned
out to be a fraud?
Shouldn't some coach hire
Abar Rouse, the young former
Baylor assistant who taped Bliss'
shameful attempts at a coverup
and blew the whisde on the coach
who not so subtly threatened his
job if he did not go along?
Bliss was turned down by a

jail when he volunteered his services there late last month, if there
is any justice, he might not be in
position to volunteer soon.
Bliss is just the worst possible
example of what has seemed like
an epidemic. There was Jim
H.irrick at the University of
Georgia, presiding over an academic scandal and pretending he
knew nothing about it. Who can
forget the president of St. Boruv
venrure University' approving a
player with a welding certificate?
l\erc the Bonnies about to win
the NCAA title, and was Bob
I anier still eligible?
Baylor? When has that v h< - i
ever won anything? And why
would they even try? What are
these people thinking?
And whatever has become of
Iowa State University hoops coach
I any Eustachy who resigned due
to alcohol abuse incidents?
If you suggest much of this
starts at the level of the colk-ge
presidents, you would not be

wrong. Presidents nave pressure
to HaM funds. They are trying to
attract students. Winning sports
teams, it has been proved, does
both. Sadly, this mentality also
breeds Daw Bliss.
Trust the facts — and the facts
arc that college basketball has an
unprecedented image probkm
And who can leave out the
football coaches? Mike Price and
Rick Neuheisel did not have
great off-seasons.
Can anybody here tell the
tnith? Can anybody behave?
Does anybody get it?
The answer to all three questions actually is a Mounding
yes. The problem is that nobody
knows it Everybody knows
Bliss, Harrick and their ilk
They don't know University of
Pennsylvania's Fran Dunphy,
Notre Dame University's Mike
Brey or Niagara University's
[ex* Mihalich.
Nobody knows an athletic
director like Vlllanova Univer-

sity \ Vincc Nicastro, who simply
does not know how to lie.
Everybody hears about the
players who beat up women, get
somebody else to take their SATs
or go along with a school when
nobody insists they go to class.
They don't know about the
thousands of kids who really
want to do the right thing, who
mix class, basketball and lite.
Wlw knows whether the summit will solve anything. What the
coaches can do is promise no
longer to look the other way
when they see a colleague breaking rulaj tli.it pertain to the
game's fundamental integrity —
the code of silence must go.
Everybody always blames
the NCAA. That's way too easy.
Remember, the NCAA is the
si hi mis. They don't trust each
other, which is why the NCAA
and all its rules exist. The coaches know this. Now, they must
do something about it and
something about themselves.

Ragtime Fabrics offers

/GMtwvtf/

a wide selection of fabric and trims
•Apparel
• Greek Letters
• Costuming
• Decorating your personal space
• Handmade creations
■ Sewing classes tor all skill levels
• Husqvarna/Vifcing sewing machine dealer
■ Machine repair

Yo^r act W*

Join us in the Community Sewing Center Call tor information about our sewing Happy Hours'
You can find us at 60 West Market Street, downtown Harnsonburg.
behind the Artlul Dodger and convenient to many bus routes.

Br««2« M«rj7?/*r#

$4.99 a Foot

Call us at 434-5883 e-mail us at belleOragtliiietebrlcs.com
and check out our web site at www.ragetlmefabrlcs.com

4pm - Midnight

©>

O

533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S. Main SI. -574-3178
798 E Market St. 433-6200

HKAKKS • II NK-l P • SfSPKMSION

JM'a

AUTO
SERVICE

©

10% OFF
Any Repair

•Import A U.S. Cars and Trucks
Free Estimuies- All Work Guaranteed
•Maintenance & Repair.
Pick-up & Delivery Available
•Experience the Difference

434-1147

©

Master
Auto
" Technicians

ENGINE • TRANSMISSION • CLUTCH • ELECTRICAL

©

International Week's Annual

Take your best Shot

MONDAY IS
FLEX DAY

Up to 3 of your 5£Wintemational photos
(from anywhere outside the US borders)
3 categories for you to choose:

Buy I Get 1
Half Price

architecture, landscape and people
Please submit your photos to:
CMISS Office in Warren Hall, Room 245 by
Wednesday, September 17

With JACard, any item, limit I per customer

Cash prizes for 1*1* and 3rd place
in each category!!!
All photos displayed in Carrier Library for 3 Mweeb for
all to enjoy
iimi|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|i|iaimB

V

Monday:
• FLEX DAYIII
Show your JACard to buy on*
and gel one at half price
(of aqua! «K l«iMf veliM, limn one per cuetomer)

Wednesday:
• Free fries with any sub
• Italian burger, $3.95,
served w/ fries

Tuesday:
•PIZZAFESTIII 12" specialty pizza, 12"
cheese pizza, large order of garlic bread,
and a pitcher of soda for only $19.95

Thursday:
• COLLEGE NIGHT!!! (5pm-9pm)
• Large 1-topping pizza, $7.99
• Jumbo chicken wings, 40* each

(540) 433-1113

1039 Port Republic Rd
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CLASSIFIEDS
**et«rcyete 2000 HoreU CfsMOO •
eicelient condition, yellow with
black trim, new tuns. 9.000 mile*,
negotlebki. imp. cott./inu.wdu.bik*
Call 421-7243

Only $15 to run your
Greet Apartment Opportunity ■
Second floor apartment lor first
floor rent at The Common*. Three
females need fourth roommate,
mala or female. Move in today!
Cheap. $2851 Call 434-242-0424
or em*i e«hieman#'vmdo.com.
Female ReemnMe Needed I,
brand new townhouae. $,320 per
month with net* furniture, $285
without furniture. Call Samanfha.
246-1622.
Asatree Collage - Perfect for
parents/visiting lacutty, near IMU.
Call 435*661

Tot Sale" ad for Ihe
entire semester or
until your item sells

Thn oflei u apod now through
Drc 5 and only appilri to
advertising In in* "For Sate'
section Ad* HUM he 20 words or
k** OftBj appeal u ndrvidual
item* only Retail atom and
biiameaws do not qualify for inn
•proa! offer All ads are when w
Breae approval
IVtit r

ADVERTISE YOl'R
RENTAL PROPERTY
IN THE BREEZE!
Low Prices. Great Results!

1993 Ford Mestaag IX hatchback, auto, eicelient
condition. 61,000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheel*, beautiful car, $3,950 Call
2896420

whichever comes first i!

PWA
rfeef*taBTf Mafon • part time work.
hotel sales. FienWe hour* Email
resume to hry»*>eVisn.com.
Servers Wanted - at downtown
Jess' Quick Lunch Apply in person.
Daytime help preferred.

■ out on the|
566-6127

199* Mai da Protege • blue. 5
speed, power windows and doors,
48.500 miles, new tires. CO.
eicelient condition, $6,500. Call
234«272.

56B-6127
1M3 Ford Iiplerer • in greet
condition Lots of eitras, $6,500,
negotiable CaN Mike, 4354369
Cocker Spaniel Puppies - AKC
registered. Duff. red. spotted.
Shots and wormed. Cute lo-oatHo
indoor and outdoor pets. $250
Call 2344609.

1997 Mertte Carte - red. 2 door.
sootier, excellent condition. 94.300
miles. Waded, new tires. $4,295
Cel 8300444

Herseel Free riding privileges/
lessons in eichange for stable
work. Call 867 0255 or go to
f«rp.//fat»yfxighi'i/arm.va«.fiev or
email iaclybugrvlifarrriavau.com.
r Ne.
AMgl
for Survspleah Tour*, travel free.
Hottest destination* and parties.
Two free trips/high commissions
www aunspiasifours.com
18004 26-7710

PAID INTERNSHIPS

NOTICE
Hot more laformuixm and a*>i«ancc
rrganaag the ainalgaini of financing
hmincvi cepportuniticv contact the
Brtter Butincu Bureau. Inc.

l-naO-HJ-5511

aft-Stoand
beach trips on sale nowl Cell
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www. Sunonaaa. com today*

$250 a clay potential. Local positions.
l«00-29i398b. ext. 215.

Tee-SMrta fer Jest S1.60 EecM
Gift & Thrift 22T N. Main.
I MMX • 200 MM, 32M
RAM, 8G hard drive. 24X CD-ROM.
Windows 98. Office 97, HP DeskJet
520. 2 HP 26 cartridges, $200
o.D.o. Call 612-2244 or email
cW'ofemifSjmu.eolu

Hems for gale • Dresser, mirror,
highboy, wardrobe, full boaprtngs,
coffee table with 3 end tables. TV
cart, redlner. Must sail, prices
negotiable. Chris. 4386257

<;ainHandt(mHn*infH
Eipertentf si lb* Same Time
BuUdlng Vmr Rewme Average 2003 Summer Farnlngi
avtrstUWO

Now hMmtewing on-campm
www.laluonpainirrtAum

See Spnrejlrie* Trass • all the fun
and ail the protection. American
Express Worldwide. Guaranteed
best buy. On* free tnp for every 10
paid or cash starting with first
booking Make your Spring Break
Exxtreme! Exxtreme Vacations, inc
1800336-2260

Earn Up lo $500 Per Week aeeemblfig oroducte at horns. No
experience. Call for information,
1 985646-1700, Debt. VA4806.
$$$ rtaed Extra Cask $$$ Tht
KLM Group, inc.. g national event
marketing firm, seek* energetic
and outgoing individuals for pan
time promotions at lames Madison
University home football and
basketball game* and other school
events. Flexible schedules to fit
busy das* and social calendars.
Marketing, sate*, or service
experience • plu*. Will train on
campus. Start immediately Call us
now* 1 888691 1810 or email
gmnytklmtrouo. com.
Irish Step Dance Instructor needed. Cell 433-7127.

j www.studenteiipress.comi

ERSON
> rMeded - $250
a day potential ,oca- position*
1 BOO-293 MB nt 613

Sum I., i in si II) words

5«t-hl27

Did >ou know that >uur
parents van get a
subscription to

The Breeze?
$40 for third casM mail
or $80 lor first clan null.
you cjn receive a full year of

Spring 8r*a* Reg* Neeaaa - to
promote campus trips. Earn cash
and 2 free trips' We train you.
16003671252
www.sprSigtyeasovecf.com

The Breeze!
Call today to *uin your
subscription' Wc accept VISA
and Master Card by phone or
you may mail in your payment.

Thanksgiving and Winter Freak
Travel • Serving PA. VA. MD. NJ,
NY. CT and MA directly from the
JMU campus. Visit u* at
coffegefraniit.com to register
today!

WANT*

- in establish*]
band currently playing show*. Call
Dave. 703-5094J132.

PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD IN THE BREEZE!
SZ.OOfsichadd'l 10 words
HI«K-kiMisare$IO/incli I

l#l
sPaweaf i#**r OpersfTer fa

A -meaty* goring *Ve«*7j004 ■
Only with Sunsplash Tours. Lowest
pness, free meat* and parties. Two
free trips for groups. 1600426-7710
www. sunspiasnrours com

Cash - enellent pay up to $1 000
per n*a>t Safe and fun environment.
Call Kevin, 540-271-2345.

■

USA Spring Ireah - Cancun.
Bahamas. Acapulco, Jamaica 4
more Don't be fooled! Go with
Quaktv and experience! 28 years In
business Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travail Cat to* free 16774606077
Now aao faring campus rep* Earn 2
free tnp* for 15 traveler* and $$.

|Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787Jgfl STSTRAVEL.COM
So Msny Spring Brwak CarrsssfBSS.- Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel.
Better trips, better prices. Early
booking incenuves. Book now with
a sma" deposit 1-800-3671252
www springbreakoVect com

FOR SUMMER 2004
i 944 • 94K miles. 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pwetli tires, beautiful car inside and
out. $5,995. Call 540-740-8245.

String Break 20041 Travel »itl
Beach Life Vacation*! America s
best student tour opersto''
Jamaica. Cancun. Acapulco.
Bahamas, Florida Sell trip*, aero
cash, travel free! Hurry book now1
Cell 18007336347
www. beaoh/rfevecatiem com

Rais Player Wanted - for rock
bend with both musical and visual
Idea*. Ca* 540-296 7685

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

Call 568-6127 loday!

Classified ads online...coming soon!

www. the breeze, org
Welcome Back!
Candle's Spa

Your atf W*

433-3322
564"*2770

THE LOOK

and AeMr-oir
(Acron from Sheen)
VViUng OiiWK* from
SurtCheie. Stone One. Blue Ridge.
Pourrvw 4 Cheupeahe

Profoutonal
HAIHSTYLING -TANNING • NAILS • DAY SPA a MASSAGE

•—
Tan for entire
school yaar

10 Tanning Visits for

$100

Perms $30

$30 and get &
more FREE

FREE Soft Drink
with any

Highlights $35

Hair Service

Full Body Manage $35

Breeze Merj^rncf

Shampoo/Cut/Style $18

Rancid

OAR.

Indestructible
In Between Now & Then
'INOESTRUCTIBU rwieteni
SliaioAlrorwaid pop ioa| ISIK
Slav spit-ana- vmeaai cockiaa* bras liamad ay firm melodic hooes
with a ipntr of eialody"
and populated vrt*i )nsnligant, sub
■Wane. Stone
stantwelyrtci

Come see the
Tuesday & Thursday Night

Nappy Raoli
Wooden Leather
-WOODEN If4THEHip.ini.
coil of poll* and imoo»i out
th« rough atfflu of tfteir
sound Tha group n most potent
whan it fmdt no»*iy e» everyday people ' -Boding Stone

Liiz Wright

Atani

lik

10 2hr tapes, Top 40, Country, Street Sounds
Ages 14-25 \ Music video with Artist

So Long Astoria
Get a free Mnrtsd edrsort
Atani EPwiB-i putrhue,
while supplies leitl

AnaM balances flie
melodic end rhytnmt
•ngonurty ol USB witti
Oil sopnuticatad inn
macy of catleehoure
ain'-Vrb*

Ages 25-45 /

Tuesday Night, September 16th

1/2 lb. Thumbs N1 Toes FREE
with ticket @ door from 9 pm until...

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon Sat 10-9, Sunday 12-C

Weekly Tuesday Night Specials 1/2 lb. Thumbs N' Toea $2.99
Burgers $2.00
Call 801-0221 for more information

cHaainrrisvHif

i Sara
AMI

S*gn up lot Plan •* WeMly I "•■■I1
tavail IN el el

WHAT A RECORD
STORE SHOULD BE!
Listen Before You Buy!

WWW.PLAN9IVIUSIC.COM

Where is ihe
JVlain
Copy Center?
Behind BW3s,
in the Medical Arts' lower courtyard.
Main

3t^U

Copy Centers

Medical Arts
Suite 31
X83263

CISAT
HHS Building
Room 1002
X8873I

We accept cash, checks, or flex.
L,mrTiatron, Binding, Digital Output from Disk or E-mail, Color copies only 69C
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Pheasant Run
Townhomes

Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards

I'liillll
- -.

Great Room

Eat In
Kitchen

Deck or Patio

Cable/Phone/Ethernet available,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Refrigerator with Ice Maker!!!

Pheasant Run
Townhomes
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
t=T View a map to our location on GoLL®®DsOn.com

